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A Syntax-Semantics Interface for verbs with P-
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Antje Roßdeutscher (antje@ims.uni-stuttgart.de)
Institute for Natural Language Processing (IMS)
University of Stuttgart
Zusammenfassung The paper investigates constructions with P(repositional) elements in German. It aims
at a comprehensive theory of the syntax-semantics interface for the different verbal constructions in Ger-
man, including verb plus prepostional phrase, (separable) particle verbs, and (inseparable) prefix verbs. The
constructions are given syntactic representations following minimalist principles as known from Distribu-
tive Morphology (DM) according to which a single syntactic engine drives formation of both words and
phrases. Among the syntactic principles the Split-P hypothesis plays a central role. A crucial feature of the
approach is that the syntactic structures are used as input to the computation of semantic representations
according to principles of Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). Several challenges that present them-
selves for a compositional theory of word- and phrase- formation with P-elements in German are accounted
for in the paper: syntactic separability of verb-particle constructions vs non-separability of prefix-verbs;
semantic restrictions in the P-elements to build constructions of the former and the latter type; syntactic
alternations w.r.t. the realisation of figure and ground arguments and the semantic basis of these alterna-
tions. A particular challenge are the differences in the conceptual and aspectual contribution of the same
prepositional root in different syntactic contexts.
1 Introduction
This paper focuses on the comparison of different event descriptions in German that invol-
ve the same prepositional elements and the same verbal kernels. The target of comparison
is the word-syntactic function of the P(repositional)-element, i.e. whether it functions (i)
as the head of a prepositional phrase (ii) as a prefix or (iii) as a particle. I confine myself
to prepositional elements with spatial semantics and to the strictly spatial aspects of their
semantics, ignoring other readings of them and other meaning components of their rea-
dings in case they have any.1 The range of the verbal kernels I will consider is limited, too.
The verbs we will look at are change of location and change of position verbs and some
other types. Many such verbs admit or select for prepositional phrases with spatial inter-
pretations. But besides the combination of verb and PP we also find prefix- and particle
verbs, in which it is the prefix or particle that makes the spatial contribution, rather than
a preposition that heads a full prepositional phrase. A main focus will be on alternations
between these different constituents: verb plus PP vs. prefix- or particle verb, with the
same P-head and the same verbal kernel.
The examples we will look at cover only a small range of a much wider semantic
variety. But the syntactic patterns they represent are instantiated by large classes of verbs
with P-elements. For one thing, the syntactic analyses I will assume are representative of
all ’manner’-verbs in the sense of Levin (1999).
∗This work developed from joint work with the members of the projects B4 and of the long-term
research-project Incremental Specification in Context, funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
I wish to thank Boris Haselbach, Hans Kamp, Artemis Alexiadou, and Florian Scha¨fer, Tillmann Pross.
1Many verb particles have non-spatial as well as spatial meanings. For the polysemy of such particles
see Lechler and Roßdeutscher (2009),Springorum (2011),Kliche (2011).
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De-adjectival and de-nominal verbs will not be addressed in this paper. Their word-
internal structure is different and so is their interaction with P-elements.
During its comparatively short history the topic addressed in this paper has gone
through several phases. After the time of the seminal works of Stiebels and Wunder-
lich (1994), Stiebels (1996), Stiebels (1998), which adopt the principles of the theory
of Semantic Form2, the focus of attention shifted to questions of the syntax-semantics-
interface in X-bar syntax and minimalist syntax (cf.Zeller (2001b), Zeller (2001a)). Much
under the influence of van Riemsdijk (1990) P-elements have been discussed as semi-
functional. The present paper follows this last tradition in assuming the split-P hypothe-
sis, relying heavily on Svenonius (2003). It does not follow, however, the Cartographic
account of spatial P-elements as represented in Cinque and Rizzi (2010). Instead I will
present an explication of the different syntactic structures within a framework that com-
bines principles of Distributive Morphology (DM) (cf. Marantz (2006), Embick (2004),
etc.) with widely assumed miminalist syntactic principles (cf. Adger (2003)). Moreover
— and this is a crucial feature of the approach taken here — the syntactic structures that
are determined by these principles will be used as input to the computation of semantic
representations that are built according to principles of Discourse Representation Theoy
(DRT) (cf.Kamp and Reyle (1993), Kamp et al. (2011)).
The central assumption of DM is that words in general and verbs in particular are
formed from their roots and that there is one syntactic engine that drives the formation
of both words and phrases. For semanticists, who see syntactic structures as the carriers
of semantic values or semantic representations (cf. Heim and Kratzer (1998), Kamp and
Rossdeutscher (n.d.)) the assumption that syntax is governed by the same principles abo-
ve and below word level holds an additional challenge: Does the uniformity assumption
also extend to semantic interpretation? That is, do the principles of semantic composition
below the word level also resemble the principles of governing the semantics of phrases
and clauses? For a paper like this one, with its very specific target, that question is far too
big. But I see the proposals for the construction of the semantic representations for the
examples we will consider as a contribution to this larger issue as well.
1.1 Four types of verbal constructions with P-elements: an overview
Prepositional elements with roots like
√
an (at),
√
auf (on),
√
vor ((in) front (of)) are
relational — they relate a ’figure’ to a ’ground’ (cf. Talmy (1985), Svenonius (2003) ).3
I see this relational character as crucial for the semantic analysis of verbal constructions
with P-elements, even in cases where there are no overt descriptions of figure and ground.
German has four types of constructions where figure and ground are overtly or covertly
2S. for comparison with the current framework Roßdeutscher (2011)
3The definition by Talmy is as follows:
[...] The FIGURE object is a moving or conceptually movable point whose path or site is
conceived as a variable the particular value of which is the salient issue.
The GROUND object is a reference-point, having stationary setting within a reference-
frame with respect to which the FIGURES’s path or site receives characterisation. Talmy
(1975):419
Exemplifications by Talmy are: the pen lay on the table and the pen fell off the table. Here the pen functions
as FIGURE and the table functions as GROUND.
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present at the level of semantic representation (I will later add a fifth one):
(1) ein
a
Papier
paper
an
on
eine
a
Wand
wall
kleben
glue
’to glue a paper on a wall’
(2) ein
a
Papier
paper
an
on
eine
a
Wand
wall
ankleben
on.prct.glue
’glue a paper on a wall’
(3) eine
a
Wand
wall
mit
with
Farbe
varnish
anstreichen
an.prtc.paint
’to cover a wall with varnish’
(4) einen
a
Berg
mountain
/
/
eine
a
Wolke
cloud
u¨berfliegen
over.prfx.fly
’fly across a mountain or a cloud’
(1) is an example of the combination ”verb plus prepositional phrase” with an as prepo-
sition and with the ground argument eine Wand (a wall) bearing prepositional case. In (2)
the same prepositional element an is realised as a particle. Moreover, this particle an se-
lects a prepositional phrase headed by the same P-element an, but realised, like in (1), as
a preposition. The prepositional phrase an eine Wand in (2) is optional. When it is absent,
as in ein Papier ankleben, then the place that the paper is described as being glued onto
must be salient in the context.
1.1.1 alternations involving particles
In (3) the particle an is at face value the same P-element as the particle in (2) and the
preposition in (1) and (2). There are differences, however, that show up when we consider
alternations: the an of an eine Wand in (1) and (2) does not appear in constructions of
type (3) — compare the ungrammatical (5) 4 — and on the other hand (3) doesn’t have an
alternate of the form (2); compare the infelicitous (6.b) 5.
(5) * eine
a
Wand
wall
mit
with
Papier
paper
ankleben
an.prtc.glue
(6) a. Farbe
varnish
an
at
eine
a
Wand
wall
streichen
paint
b. * Farbe
varnish
(an
(at
eine
a
Wand)
wall)
anstreichen
an.prtc.paint
4Romanova (2007):88 observes the same behaviour for the Russian counterpart of kleben.
5 Stiebels (1996) cites (6.b) as acceptable, but no occurrences are attested in the web. In my idiolect (6.b)
is unacceptable. (The star indicates my judgement that the predication is not well-formed.) Running ahead,
let me give an reason why (6.b) is unacceptable. We have violation of a rule here: Only support prepositions
select PPs with the same head. An in anstreichen concerns a surface relation, no support relation.
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As shown in (2) some predicates of the form ’verb plus PP’ with an as preposition have
particle constructions as alternations. But other predicates of this form, for instance the
one in (6.a), do not. The facts that are responsible for this and similar differences seem to
be quite subtle. I will discuss the difference between (1) and (6.a) in sec. 3.5.
1.1.2 alternations involving prefixes
Prepositional elements like u¨ber in prefix-verbs such as u¨berfliegen in (4) also alternate
with verbal predicates consisting of the base verb (the verb without the prefix) and a
prepositional phrase (cf. (7)).
(7) u¨ber
over
einen
a
Berg
mountain
/
/
eine
eine
Wolke
Wolke
fiegen
fly
’to fly over/across a mountain / a cloud’
It is worth noting that in earlier days German prefix-constructions with change of location
verbs, of the kind illustrated in (4), were more common. In the Dictionary Grimm and
Grimm (2007) we find e.g. hintergehen (from hinter (behind) and gehen (go)), hinter-
schleichen (from schleichen (creep)) hinterkriechen (from kriechen (crawl)). At the time
all of these were used literally, with the meaning ’to pass behind the back of someone’.
Today such prefix-verbs quite often have non-literal meanings. But literal meanings still
occur as well and the formation pattern seems to have preserved some of its productivity.
An example is the verb (einen Spieler) hinterlaufen ((run around the back of a player)
from the verb laufen) which is used nowadays to describe a tactic in soccer where one
player passes behind a team mate (whose possession of the ball is being contested by
an opponent) heading in the direction of the other team’s goal so that his team mate can
pass the ball to him.6 (8) provides examples of verbs of this form with the prefixes u¨ber-,
hinter-, unter-; most of which are from contemporary German.
(8)
6See video under http://dierotgelbenteufel.jimdo.com/tipps-und-tricks/hinterlaufen/
heading lines: ”Hinterlaufen erkla¨rt sich aus dem Wort. Ich laufe hinter einem Mitspieler herum”. (The
word ’Hinterlaufen’ explains what it means. I run around the back of one of my team mates”.)
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a. eine Strasse u¨berschrei-
ten
u¨ber eine Straße schreiten (to walk on /
across a street)
b. (?) den Laufsteg u¨ber-
schreiten
u¨ber den Laufsteg schreiten (to walk on
top of / across the catwalk)
c. Rinnsale u¨berfließen
die Wege
Rinnsale fließen u¨ber die Wege
(little brooks run over/across the paths)
d. jemandenacc hinterge-
hen
hinter jemandenacc gehen
go / pass behind the back of a person
e. eine Insel hinterfahren
hinter eine Insel fahren
to sail behind an island / to pass behind an
island
f. jemanden hinterschlei-
chen Grimm and
Grimm (2007)
hinter jemanden schleichen
creep behind / across the back of a person
g. eine Ader unterstechen
unter eine Ader stechen
to stab under a blood vessel
h. einen Pass unterfahren
unter einen Pass fahren
to drive underneath a mountain pass
There are systematic differences in meaning between prefix-constructions and the con-
structions consisting of the corresponding base verb and a full repositional phrase. The
prefix verbs only have readings that can be paraphrased in English with the help of the
verb ’to cross’. When the ground object, realised as the direct object of the prefix verb,
has a prominent orientation, as we find with streets, catwalks, bridges, veins and so on, the
events described are motions in which the theme of motion (the thing that moves) crosses
that orientation of the ground object — by moving in a direction that, idealized, can be
conceived as perpendicular to that orientation. Thus eine Straße u¨berschreiten can only
mean that the theme goes from on side of the street to the other side; Rinnsale u¨berfluten
die Wege means that small streams of water run across the roads (again, in a direction per-
pendicular to the direction of the road; eine Ader unterstechen describes stabbings which
pass underneath the vein in question, the direction of the stabbing has to be perpendicular
to the vein.
In all these cases the corresponding descriptions consisting of the base verb and a full
PP, in which the ground object is the referent of the DP governed by the preposition,
are less specific. U¨ber eine Straße schreiten can like eine Straße u¨berschreiten be used to
describe walking motions from one side of the street to the other. But it can also be used to
describe walkings along the street, and that seems to be the more prominent interpretation.
Likewise, Rinnsale fluten u¨ber die Wege describes events of streams of water flooding the
roads by running every which way — across them, along them or in whatever direction
possible.
In fact, the events described by base verbs plus PPs need not be ’across’ the reference
object at all. Thus while den Feind hinterkriechen only applies to crawling motions that
pass from one side of the enemy to the other side while moving behind his back, hinter den
Feind kriechen can be used to describe crawling motions that end up behind the enemy;
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and that interpretation is strongly preferred.
When the ground object of a prefix verb construction does not have an intrinsic orien-
tation, as in (8.e) or in the example einen Berg u¨berfliegen which will be discussed in
detail later on, then the interpretation will have to determine an orientation in some way,
so that the motion described can be interpreted as perpendicular to it. In uses of (8.e)
that naturally come to mind this orientation is determined by the direction from which
the observer-describer is viewing the reference object and the motion event. (Think for
instance of the describer as standing on the shore of the mainland and looking at an island
in front of the coast. Then the orientation in question is given by the line that connects her
with the middle of the island and that extends from the back of the island, as seen from the
observer’s perspective.) In such a situation die Insel hinterfahren will describe movements
of ships that are at first visible at one side of the island, then disappear from sight behind
it and eventually reappear on the other side. Here too, the constraint that selects just these
movements as the ones correctly described is that the theme (the moving ship) must cross
the relevant orientation. The case of einen Berg u¨berfliegen is different from (8.e) in that
here there need not be any independent contextual clues as to what the orientation might
be. It is just some horizontal orientation perpendicular to the flying motion that is being
described – so that, necessarily, the flying motion will also be perpendicular to it.
To summarise, we have compared two constructions involving motion verbs like flie-
gen (fly), schreiten (walk), fahren (drive, sail) etc., one in which the verb is combined
with a directional PP, consisting of a spatial preposition and an accusative DP describing
a reference object, and one in which the same P-element occurs as prefix in a prefix verb
with the same verbal kernel as the base verb of the verb plus PP construction.
One question to which this informal question has not given us a definitive answer is
whether the verb plus PP constructions are just less specific than the corresponding prefix
verb constructions or whether they differ from them in having additional readings that the
prefix constructions lack. In section 3.3 I will argue for the second possibility: verb plus
PP constructions are ambiguous between two different structural analyses, of which one
determines the across reading while the other the reading says that the motion ends in the
region described by the PP.
1.2 restrictions on alternations
As a rule prefix-verbs like (4) have alternates in verb-PP-constructions, as in (7) and
particle verbs like (2) have alternates, as in verb-PP-construction like (1). But when does
the converse hold? — What properties does a P-element need to have in order that a verb
plus PP construction has a corresponding prefix-verb as alternate? This appears to be the
case only for a limited number of spatial prepositions. The domain of P-elements that
occur in alternations appears to be divided into two classes: the topological ones and the
projective ones. The projective P-elements u¨ber- unter-, hinter- alternate between uses
as prepositions and uses as prefixes. But the topological ones (an, auf, in/aus) do not. In
fact, the prefix-verbs with these elements as prefixes do not exist at all. (There isn’t, nor
could there be *eine Wand an‘kleben (with the accent on the second syllable following
the prosody rule for prefix-verbs), no *ein Papier an‘kleben, no *eine Wand an‘streichen,
no *Farbe an‘streichen and so on; and the same is true for topological auf, in and aus 7.
7When in is used as a particle, it is spelled out as ein.
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Arguably the P-element bei (near, with, at) also belongs to this group. It too occurs as
preposition, but not as prefix. 8
All spatial prefixes have a semantics that includes direction in one way or another. Be-
sides the examples we have already discussed — unter- (under) as in unter‘fahren (cross
by driving underneath s.th.), u¨ber, as in u¨ber‘fliegen (fly across), hinter as in hinter‘laufen
(the soccer term) there are others as well. Thus there is the prefix ver- that is a morpho-
logical variant of the spatial preposition vor (in front of) with alternations like Koffer
vor einen Eingang stellen (to place suitcases in front of an entrance) as contrasting with
den Eingang (mit Koffern) verstellen (to block an entrance (with suitcases)). Other ex-
amples are durch (through), um (around), and wider (against). With durch, as in einen
Wald durch‘fahren (drive through a forrest) the directional meaning component is plain.
The meaning of um involves change of direction (cf. Roßdeutscher (2009)) and wider
(against) (as in widersprechen (contradict) or widerstehen (to reset) involves a direction
opposite to some contextually implied one. In earlier days this counter-directional mea-
ning was also available with motion verbs, s. wi(e)dergehen (go back/ go against sth.)(cf.
Grimm and Grimm (2007)).9 )
We can sum up our the findings so far in the following Hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1 If a German P-element has a topological semantics then it does
not occur as a prefix.
1.2.1 Double particles construction with directional P-elements.
Directional P-elements can combine with deictic or anaphoric lexical elements and form
double particles, s. (9). These double particles can, just as the simple particles with which
they are formed, select for PPs with the same P-element.
(9) a. u¨ber
over
einen
a
Berg
mountain
hin‘u¨berfliegen
hin.deict.over.prtc.fly
’to cross a mountain flying’
8The German prefix be-, which might have been thought to be a morphological variant of bei, I take
to be different from the topological P-elements mentioned above. The reason why I have not included bei
among these topological P-elements is that I do not think its semantics can be described as topological.
Rather, bei seems to express, at least in contemporary German, some sort of social relation. (Note well in
this connection that the semantics of what I refer to as ’topological P-elements’ is not restricted to purely
topological relations. For instance German auf carries the implication that the figure is supported by the
reference object, in the sense that the reference object prevents the figure from being precipitated down-
wards by gravity. Other ’topological’ P-elements also show sensitivity to non-purely geometrical features.
But nevertheless, topological properties form an essential part of their semantics. bei is different insofar
if it carries any topological implications, this is so because the social relation could not hold unless the
topological relation holds as well.).
9I do not analyse the prefix ent- as a genuine spatial prefix, in particular not as the prefix corresponding
to the topological preposition aus. Biskup and Putnam (2012) claim that ent- is synonymous to the particle
aus. According to my analysis this is not entirely true, not even for their pair: (aus dem Auto) aussteigen and
dem Auto entsteigen, which according to the authors both mean getting out of the car. To the ears of native
speakers dem Auto entsteigen has a ”funny” connotation, with the association to dem Grab entsteigen (to
rise out of one’s grave). In this last phrase ent- is justified because the prefix ent- has a modal component,
which marks the described event as one going against an expectation about the theme’s proper place or
belonging, or alternatively as escaping the control of some agent, as in dem Feind entkommen (to esape the
enemy) or dem Sturm entgehen (to escape the storm).
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b. durch
through
einen
a
Wald
forrest
hin‘durchfahren
hin.deict.through.prtc.drive
’to drive in and out a forrest’
c. um
around
einen
a
Baum
tree
her‘um.fahren
her.deict.around.prtc.drive
’to drive fully around a tree’
The prefixes hin- (lit. thither) and her- (lit. hither) are genuinely deictic elements that
must be anchored in context. Although their interpretation often involves anchoring to
speech location and personal perspective, this need not always be so. (cf. Roßdeutscher
(2009)). The prefixes give rise to presuppositions. In (9.a -b.) the presuppositions must
be resolved in the literal verbal context, a point to which I will return later on. This also
seems to be the case for the reduced prefix dr-. dr- is morphologically a contraction of
spatial anaphoric da (there). 10
(11) u¨ber
over
einen
a
Berg
mountain
‘dru¨berfliegen
there.anaph.over.prct.fly
’to fly over a mountain’
German has a construction that superficially resembles those in (9), but should be sharply
distinguished from them. An example is (12).
(12) die
the
Schnecke
snake
kroch
sneaked
das
the
Dach
root
hinauf
hin.prct.auf.prtc.
’the snake sneaked upwards, being on the roof’
The example is due to van Riemsdijk and Huijbregts (2001) who note that this sentence
can be used to describe a snail that is mowing slowly upwards on the inside of the roof,
without necessarily reaching its highest point, in the way that it could have done if it had
crept up on the outside. The difference between (12) and (9) will be discussed in sect.
4.2.1.
In conclusion to this overview I mention examples with directional prefixes that will
not be dealt with in this paper. They are de-nominal constructions with roots that denote
an entity or region, and which in this respect differ from the complex verbs I focus on
10My analysis of expressions of the form hinu¨berfliegen and dru¨berfliegen differs from the analysis in
Noonan (2010). Rather than analysing the complexes of deictic elements and prepositional roots as ’shadow-
arguments’ of prepositions I follow McIntyre (2001) in his use of the terminology of ”double particles”.
More important than this terminology is the issue of syntactic dependency: According to my analysis the
optional (!) PPs are selected by the second particle. There are double particles such as umher as in der Mann
rannte umher (the man ran around (without a destination)) that don’t allow PPs. Those pre-verbal elements
cannot be analysed as ’shadows’ of any prepositions. Although there are differences in meaning between
umher-verbs and herum-verbs (s.(10)) there is no reason to deal with them differently in the syntax.
(10) a. ein
a
Mann
man
ist
has
viel
much
herumgekommen
her.prtc.um.prtc.come
’a man has travelled to many places’
b. * ein
a
Mann
man
ist
is
viel
much
umhergekommen
um.prtc.her.prtc.come
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here, all of which have a ’manner’-root as verbal kernel.11 Such constructions are quite
restricted: ein Haus unterkellern works because the entities introduced by
√
keller (cellar)
are ’by definition’ the sort of things that you find below houses and other buildings. Prefix
verbs of this kind are found with um-- (around), unter- (under), u¨ber- (above, over) durch-
(through), ver- ((in) front (of)). For analyses see Rossdeutscher (2013).
(13) ein
a
Haus
house
unter‘kellern
under.prfx.cellar.v
’to provide a house with a cellar’
a. einen
a
Bahnu¨bergang
railway crossing
unter‘tunneln
under.prfx.tunnel.v
’to build a tunnel under a railway crossing’
b. ein
a
Kabel
cable
ummanteln
around.prfx.coat.v
’to apply a cable with a coat (of plastics)
c. einen
a
Fluss
river
u¨berbru¨cken
over.prfx.bridge.v
to bild a bridge across a river’
d. den
the
Ozean
ocean
durchkabeln
through.prfx.cable.v
’to install a cable through the ocean’
e. eine
a
Tu¨r
door
verriegeln
vor.prxf.riegel.v
’to lock a door with a lock-bar’
1.2.2 Intermediate summary
I have mentioned four types of constructions with P-elements in German that the present
study will look at in detail. I add a fifth one to this list now, see the bottom tier of Table 1.
11The verbs of the class exemplified in (13) have ung-nominalisations. This is indicative for bi-eventive
constructions of a certain type. Many such constructions involve nominal roots.
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verb plus prepositio-
nal phrase
particle verb, (i) prefix verb(i)
Papier an eine Wand
kleben
u¨ber einen Berg
fliegen
Papier (an eine
Wand) ‘ankleben
Papier (an eine
Wand) ‘drankleben
(u¨ber einen Berg)
hin‘u¨berfliegen
(u¨ber einen Berg)
‘dru¨berfliegen
einen Berg u¨ber‘fliegen
particle verb, (ii) prefix verb,(ii)
eine Wand mit Farbe
anstreichen
ein Loch mit Papier
u¨ber‘kleben
Table 1. Five Basic Construction Types with P-elements in German
The last example, repeated in (14), shares with constructions of the form (3) the property
that the ground argument is realised as direct object, whereas the information about the
figure is contributed in a mit-phrase whose DP is a bare plural DP.
(14) ein
a
Loch
hole
mit
with
Papier
paper
u¨ber‘kleben
over.prfx.glue
’to cover a hole with paper’
Verbs of the type prefix verbs, (ii) differ from those of the type prefix verb, (i) in that the
figure is different from the agent. Crucially, both the types prefix verb, (ii) and the type
particle verb, (ii) share a semantic property: in both types the entire ground argument is
covered with stuff or things of the kind described in the DP of the mit-phrase: The wall in
(3) becomes fully covered with paint and the hole in (14) fully covered over with paper.
This property will be decisive in the analyses I will propose for this construction, s. sect.
3.5.
1.3 Are particles ’intransitive prepositions’?
In constructions of the form ’verb plus prepositional phrase’ both figure- and ground-
argument are always realised. In particle constructions either the figure is obligatorily
realised — an example is (2) — or else the ground is obligatory realised — an example
is (3). This has led a number of linguists to the view of that particles are intransitive
prepositions, among them van Riemsdijk (1990), Zeller (2001b), Svenonius (2003) and
subsequent work and Ramchand (2012). As an at-face-value syntactic characterisation
this is arguably correct, but it fails to account for an important semantic distinction. A
sentence like (15) with a verb of the kind exemplified in (2) but in which there is no
prepositional phrase corresponding to the particle is felicitous only if the context makes
clear where the paper was being attached.
(15) (#) ein
a
Mann
man
klebte
glued
ein
a
Papier
paper
an
on.prtc
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Particle verb constructions like the one in (16) are different in this respect. Such con-
structions can be used felicitously in contexts that give no clue as to what went onto the
wall. All that can be inferred is that it was ’paint’, that is: any stuff that can be used in
acts of painting. But that is information of a general kind, which is entailed by the lexical
meaning of the verb streichen (paint). Nothing is said about what particular paint was
being used and no information of that kind is needed.
(16) ein
a
Mann
man
strich
painted
eine
a
Wand
wall
an
an.prtc
Levin and Sells (2007) discuss observations of this sort. They contrast examples (17.a,b).
(17) a. Before you drink you need to wipe the glass off.
b. # Before you drink you need wipe any/the fingerprints off.
(cf. Before you drink from a glass, you need to wipe any/the fingerprints off.)
They note that
[...] the interpretation of the unexpressed material [the fingerprints in (17.a),
A.R.], unlike the unexpressed location [the glass, in( 17.b), A.R.], does not
depend on context. [...] We have no explanation for this observation. Levin
and Sells (2007).
As far as I can tell, Levin and Sell’s regard the unexpressed arguments semantically both
as full fledged members of the argument structure. But what explains the apparent diffe-
rence in their semantic status?
Here, in an outline, is a sketch of the explanation of this difference. (A detailed formal
version will be given in sec. 3.2.) In (17.a) and (16) we have hidden universal quantifica-
tion over sub-regions of the region specified by the reference object, i e. the wall or the
surface of the glass, respectively; and the variable that represents these sub-regions in the
logical form of the constructions is quantificationally bound within the logical form. In
contrast, in (17.b) and (15) the missing figure argument is presupposed, and must there-
fore be reconstructed from the context. In (17.b) the only context provided is the before-
clause. As this context doesn’t explicitly provide an antecedent for the ground-argument,
the sentence as a whole is infelicitous.12
12 McIntyre (2001) discusses the differences between ”bare particles” and ”R-particles” (cf. Noonan
(2010)):185.
(18) a. Sie
she
warf
threw
den
the
Brief
letter
ein
in.prtl.
’she mailed the latter’
b. Sie
she
warf
threw
den
the
Brief
letter
hinein
hin.prct.ein.prtc
’she threw the latter (into some container, not in the sense of mailed)
(18.a), it is argued, differs from (18.b) in that it does not require contextual resolution of the ground argu-
ment, whereas (18.b) imposes such a requirement. While I agree that there is some such difference between
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2 Basic Assumptions
2.1 roots contribute to the semantics of a predicate in context of functional heads
As indicated in the introduction we follow the principles of Distributed Morphology
(DM), (cf. Halle and Marantz (1993), Marantz (2005),Marantz (2006). Unfortunately pre-
positions haven’t been discussed much within DM. Arguably this has to do with the view
of prepositional elements as functional or semi-functional elements that do not participate
in the syntactic categorisation into n(oun), v(erb), a(djective).13 However, the examples in
the introduction to this paper indicate that the P-elements vary a good deal with respect
to their syntax as well as their semantics. To account for these variations I assume that a
P-element can combine with different functional heads, each of which makes it a distinct
morpho-syntactic unit — preposition, prefix or particle. These functional heads differ not
only in their morpho-syntactic properties, but also in their semantics. They will play a
central role in our account of the syntactic and semantic distinctions and similarities bet-
ween the different alternates.
One of the principles of Distributed Morphology is that it is only in the presence of a
functional head that roots make a semantic contribution to the structures of which they
are part. I do not see how this principle could be proved.14 But I will adopt it, and assume
in the more specific context of the present paper, that it is the different functional heads
of P-structures that make the semantics of the elements they combine with available as
inputs to the semantic representations of the P-complex as a whole. For instance, the
functional head will determine whether a root contributes a topological region: e.g. the
surface region contributed by
√
an in anstreichen, or a projectively determined region,
(e.g. contributed by u¨ber in u¨ber eine Wolke fliegen (to fly over a cloud) when this phrase
is interpreted as move into that region.
2.2 One syntactic engine for words and phrases
DM doesn’t make a categorial difference between words and phrases. All syntactic struc-
ture emerges from syntactic MERGE (cf. also Adger (2003)) of roots with heads. Part of
this approach is that syntactic principles such as those which constrain movements apply
at all levels of syntactic structure. One application of this general perspective is that head
movement is one of the main sources of word-formation (cf. Embick and Noyer (2001),
Hale and Keyser (2002), Harley (n.d.), Biskup et al. (2011)). In what follows here, head
(18.a) and (18.b), I do not think that a resolution requirement is absent from (18.a). The difference is in the
nature of the two presuppositions. The hin- of hinein in (18.b) acts as an anaphoric element, which requires
an explicit antecedent in the discourse context. The presupposition of (18.a) merely requires that the refe-
rence object be salient in the context. In this respect the presupposition in (18.a) is like that of ’again’ in
Fritz hat wieder gelogen (Fred lied again (focus on the verb)) which is easily resolved in a context in which
it is common knowledge that Fred is a notorious liar.
13For an overview s. Asbury et al. (2008)
14There are several possible interpretations of this principle (s. Alexiadou et al. (2013) for an overview).
Borer (2005) assumes that roots do not carry more than encyclopedic information and that all relevant
structure comes from functional heads. Marantz and others allow roots at least some affinity to functional
heads; they are said to come in ’flavors’, such as n(oun), v(erb), a(djective). I see myself in the latter camp
(cf. Marantz (2009),Levinson (2007)).
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movement will play a role in explaining non-separability of prefix-verbs. I follow Baker
(1988) in the assumption that head-movement is subject to the Head Movement Cons-
traint. I adopt Harley’s formulation of this principle Harley (n.d.):28:
”An X0 may only move into a c-commanding head Y0 if there is no closer
intervening head Z0 c-commanded by Y0 and c-commanding X0.”
Figure 2 illustrates the principle. The structure on the left allows head-movement of X0 to
Y0, the structure on the right doesn’t, because Z0 intervenes.
YP


HH
H
AP Y’


HH
H
Y0
H
X0 Y0
XP


HH
H
BP
B0 EP
X’
 H
<X0 > CP
Y’
 HH
Y0 ZP


HH
H
Z0 XP
 HH
BP
B0 EP
X’
X0 CP
Figure 2. Head Movement Constraint
2.3 The split P-hypothesis
Crucial for our syntactic representation is the principle that there are two distinct syntactic
layers in the P-domain, and not just one. This assumption goes back to van Riemsdijk
(1990) and has been implemented for prepositional phrases and particles in Svenonius
(2003) and subsequent work. The leading idea is to establish an analogy between the
verbal domain and the P-domain. Compare Figure 3, below. Just as projections higher
than vP 15 such as voice or T(ense) are host to the external argument of the verb and are
”responsible” for accusative case assignment to the vP’s internal argument, a similar split
is assumed for prepositional phrases. There are two projections, ’Big P’ – in analogy to
Kratzer’s V – and ’little p’ in analogy to voice. In the theory of Svenonius (2003) the split
P-hypothesis has consequences for case assignment comparable to those that follow from
the distinction between V and voice. It is only in the presence of the higher projection
p that P assigns prepositional case to its internal argument. This internal argument is the
ground argument. The external argument of a preposition — its figure argument — is
generated in the specifier of p. The figure argument that appears in specP never gets case
from p. (It usually bears structural accusative.) 16
vP


HH
HH
pP


HH
HH
DPstr.case
fig
ein Papier
p’


HH
H
PP
 HH
P
an
DPp−case
grnd
eine Wand
p
vP
kleb
voiceP


HH
H
DP:nom voice’
 HH
vP
 H
DP:acc vP
voice
15’vP’ is used here corresponding to ’VP’ in Kratzer (1996)
16Whether the figure DP has to move out of the P-domain in order to get structural case in the presence
of voice depends on the case theories one adopts. According to Marantz (2000) no movement is necessary
and I follow his assumption in this particular configuration. But nothing hinges on this decision.
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Figure 3 Structural Analogies in the prepositional and the verbal Domain.
Implementing the idea of particles as intransitive prepositions — along the lines proposed
by Svenonius (2003) – yields the following two syntactic representations, in Figure 4,
for (15), with a presupposed ground, and for (16) with a figure encapsulated in the verbal
predicate. In the first there is no P projection. The figure argument gets assigned structural
case (either involving movement or in situ). In the second the p-projection is missing. As a
consequence the ground argument cannot be assigned prepositional case and has to leave
the PP.
vP
 HH
pP
 HH
DP:acc
Papier
p
an
vP
kleb
vP


HH
HH
DP:acc
eine Wand
vP


HH
H
PP
 HH
P
an
<eine Wand>
vP
streich
Figure 4.
For a structural description of prepositional phrases I assume the analysis in Figure 3,
left hand side. I do not adopt Svenonius’ ’intransitive hypothesis’ illustrated in Figure 4,
because this would leave us with no way to explain the differences in semantic status of
the two ’missing’ arguments, the unexpressed location in (15) and the unexpressed ’paint’
in (16). In order to justify the syntactic structures that I will adopt for these constructions
it is necessary to say more about their semantics. For it is the semantics that will in large
part motivate the syntactic structure.
3 Structural Description and Semantics Construction
3.1 verb plus prepositional phrase: topological prepositions
We start with (1), repeated as (19). As said, I will assume the structural description based
on the ’split-P’-hypothesis as shown in Figure 3, left hand side. I will also adopt the
mentioned DM principle that the preposition P is a combination of a functional head and
root adjoined to it. In the case of an the functional head is ’Place’, see (20). (The name
of the functional head is in accordance with some tradition in the literature (cf. Svenonius
(2010), Koopman (2000), den Dikken (2010), and others).
(19) Ein Mann klebte ein Papier an eine Wand
(20)
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voiceP







HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
ein Mann voice’



HH
HH
HH
vP




HH
HH
HH
HH
pP




HH
HH
HH
HH
DP:acc
ein Papier
p’


HH
HH
PlaceP


HH
HH
Place
 HH√
an Place
DP:acc
eine Wand
p
v
 HH
v
√
kleb
voice
The topological preposition an is represented as the root
√
an adjoined to the func-
tional head Place. As a rule Place introduces regions into the semantic representation.
Within the particular syntactic structure representing the topological preposition an the
contribution of Place involves just this ’ontological’ commitment. The role of Place can
be viewed as a ’prepositionalizer’ introducing an entity of a spatial sort in analogy with v
as a ’verbalizer’ which introduces an eventuality as the referential argument of the verb.
We represent this with the help of a discourse referent r1 of the sort ’region’ which at
this point is still unspecified, as manifested by the empty DRS to the right of the store
containing r1. The root
√
an contributes the information that the region is an AT-region
of some reference object. This contribution is represented with the help of λ-abstraction,
as a structure that has two ’slots’ to be filled, one for a region, represented as λr. ... and
one for the internal argument of the preposition, represented by λz. ... . Following these
λ-operators is a DRS whose only condition, ’r = rat(z)’, says that r is the AT-region of
the ground object z. (rat is a function constant of the semantic representation formalism
which assigns to each suitable object z the corresponding AT-region.)17
17In the compositional semantics used here λ-conversion takes the form of instantiating the variable
bound by the outermost λ-abstract of the representation of one of a pair of sister nodes by the selected
discourse referent from the store of the representation of the other sister node, whereupon the two repre-
sentations are merged. (The second representation must have this store as its leftmost element, rather than
a λ-prefix.) Selection of the discourse referent that is to instantiate the bound variable is something that
need careful spelling out, but in the instances considered in this paper it will always be the first (= leftmost)
discourse referent of its store. Merge, in the sense relevant here, of the two representations consists in (i)
merging the two stores into a single store and (ii) forming the merge of the DRSs of the two representations.
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PlaceP〈
r1,z1, r1=rat(z1)
〉




HH
HH
HH
HH
(21)
Place
λz.
〈
r1, r1=rat(z)
〉



HH
HH
HH
√
an
λr.λz. r = rat(z)
Place〈
r1,
〉
DP:eine
Wand〈
z1, wall(z1)
〉
A functional head Place with a semantics that consists in contributing some region
has also been assumed by others (cf.Koopman (2000), den Dikken (2010) for Dutch, etc.)
Often Place is assumed to be selected by a Path-head to explain the dychotomy of dative
case (when the figure is predicated as being at the region introduced by Place) vs. accusa-
tive case (when the figure is predicated as moving into this region.) In the framework of
this paper the functional head Path will be associated with its own semantic prime, a pre-
dicate that selects 1-dimensional sub-regions that are ’carved out’ from the surrounding
space by a moving theme. For historical reasons I denote this predicate as WEG (German
for path) (cf. Kamp and Roßdeutscher (2005)). Note well, that position verbs (as oppo-
sed to motion verbs) do not involve a Path head18. Change of position verbs introduce a
downward selection requirement for PlaceP. PlaceP is selected by the functional head p,
which negotiates between the semantic needs of the verb and the prepositional domain:
To complete the merge the remainder of the λ-prefix of the first representation — in case any such prefix
is left after removal of the leftmost constituent of the original prefix, whose variable has been instantiated
— is prefixed to the result of the merging stores and DRSs as just described. DRS merge is itself a com-
plex operation which consists in separately merging the universes of the DRSs that are being merged and
merging their condition sets. Later on we will also consider representations involving presuppositions: re-
presentations in which a non-presuppositional DRS is preceded by a set of presupposition representations.
In this case merging consists in merging the non-presuppositional DRSs and merging (= forming the union
of) the two presupposition sets. Those with some familiarity of semantic composition in older versions of
DRT (see in particular Kamp and Reyle (1993)) will note that the representation and composition principles
are more complicated than assumed in those earlier DRT-versions. The complications are motivated by (i)
the often arising need to keep discourse referents for some time ’in store’ after they have been introduced
into the representation until they can be bound, usually by being inserted into the right DRS universe (for
the first implementation of variable storage within formal semantics see Cooper (1983)); (ii) the need to
distinguish between argument slots and the terms that fill them. An important part of the general project
in which this paper is one of the chapters is to investigate which constituents of word structures are re-
sponsible for the creation of argument slots of predicates. But the creation of an argument slot should be
sharply distinguished from its getting filled. In the architecture I am using here argument slots are always
represented as λ-bound variables. The terms that fill argument slots are usually discourse referents, just as
in older versions of DRT; but occasionally, functional terms (such as rat(z)) will also be allowed in such
positions.
18There is negative evidence. Paths can be ”measured”. Verbal predications with a path in their con-
ceptualisation accept measure phrases; e.g. he drove three kilometres. But change of position descriptions
don’t, cf. the unacceptable * der Mann klebte ein Papier drei Meter an eine Wand (* the man glued a paper
three meters onto a wall).
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p semantically selects a region and a figure entity. Moreover, when the DP governed by
the P-element bears accusative case, p contributes a predicate of the figure that denotes its
being within the region described by the PlaceP representation, as the result of an event
described by the verbal kernel.
In (22) I give the syntax and semantics for the pP an eine Wand in an eine Wand
streichen / schmieren / pinseln. 19
(22) ein
a
Mann
man
strich
painted
/
/
schmierte
smeared
/
/
pinselte
brushed
einen
a
Klecks
blob of
Farbe
paint
an
onto
eine
a
Wand
wall.
pP
λe.
〈
y1,r1, z1, s, blob-of-paint(y1) wall(z1)
r1= rat(z1) e CAUSE s s: y1 ⊆ r1
〉




HH
HH
HH
HH
einen
Klecks
Farbe〈
y1, blob-of-paint(y1)
〉
p’
λy.λe.
〈
r1, z1, s,
wall(z1)
r1=rat(z1) e CAUSE s s: y ⊆ r1
〉



HH
HH
HH
PlaceP〈
r1, z1, wall(z1)
r1= rat(z1)
〉 p
λr.λy.λe.
〈
s, e CAUSE s s: y ⊆r
〉
The event-property in (22) contributed by the pP will combine with the event descripti-
on in vP; the agent will then be introduced at voice and aspectual and temporal conditions
will be added at higher nodes. I skip these higher projections. I follow Adger (2003) in
assuming the following nodes in the projection line of v: v voice asp(ect) T(ense)
 C(omp) and end this subsection with a pair of sentence DRSs. Both figure discourse
referent and ground discourse referent are existentially bound in the main DRS. (This is
the result of a late transfer operation of the discourse referents from the store into the
DRS universe, which reflects the fact that the clauses in (19) and (23.a,b) are complete
sentences.) I present the final representations of (19) and (22) in (23). Note that these re-
presentations are almost identical. (N.B. The conditions ’ec = ’e’
⊕
s’ and ’ec ⊆ t’ are of
19The combination of an with kleben (glue) poses additional problems which make it unsuitable for
illustrative purposes at this point. Kleben is a causative verb which alternates with an intransitive version of
the verb as in ein Papier klebte an einer Wand (a paper stuck to a wall). This raises additional complications
in the structure of the verb, including the integration into it of phrases like an eine Wand and the (also
possible) an einer Wand with dative instead of accusative. To avoid these complications I switch at this point
to verbs that also describe events that result in the positioning of a figure in a certain relation to the ground
object, but that only occur as transitives, and thus are not subject to transitive-intransitive alternations.
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no importance for our purposes here. ’e’
⊕
s’ should be understood as a connected even-
tuality that includes the event e’ and that a part of the resultant state which is included in
the location time t.)
(23) a. ein
a
Mann
man
klebte
glued
ein
a
Papier
paper
an
on
eine
a
Wand
wall
b. ein
a
Mann
man
strich
painted
einen
a
Klecks
blob of
Farbe
varnish
an
on
eine
a
Wand
wall
a. b.
y1 z1 r1 e’ s ec x1 t
ec ⊆ t
t ≺ n
ec = e’
⊕
s
x1= agent(e’) man(x1)
GLUE(s)
paper(y1) wall(z1)
r1 = ran(z1) e’ CAUSE s
s:y1 ⊆ r1
y1 z1 r1 e’ s ec x1 t
ec ⊆ t
t ≺ n
ec = e’
⊕
s
x1= agent(e’) man(x1)
SMEAR(e’)
blob-of-varnish(y1) wall(z1)
e’ CAUSE s
r1 = ran(z1)
s:y1 ⊆ r1
3.2 verb-particle constructions (i) with topological P-elements
We now turn to constructions of the type illustrated in (2), repeated as (24.a). The diffe-
rence between this example and the one just discussed is that we are now dealing with an
overt p head, as opposed to a silent one. The semantics of the verbal predicate as a whole
is identical with the verb-plus-PP variant ein Papier an eine Wand kleben. p licenses an
optional PP, sometimes referred to as ”cognate PP”(cf. Olsen (1996)) The direction of go-
vernment is to the left in such German constructions, so that the head p is adjacent to the
v head. The syntactic structural description in (24.b) mirrors the word order of German in
verb-final clauses (infinite or subordinate).
(24) a. ein
a
Papier
paper
an
on
eine
a
Wand
wall
ankleben
on.prct.glue
’glue a paper on a wall’
b.
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vP






HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
pP





HH
HH
HH
HH
H
DP:acc
ein Papier
p′



HH
HH
HH
PlaceP


HH
HH
√
an+Place DP:acc
eine Wand
√
an+p
v+
√
kleb
interlude: comparison with other syntactic analyses
This last analysis resembles the one of van Riemsdijk (1990), who proposes for German
and Dutch PPs the structure (25), where ’p0’ plays the same part as ’p’ in this paper.
(25) (= (38) in van Riemsdijk (1990):239)
[pp [PP P
0 NP ] p0 ]
Zeller (2001a):4, builds on the functional analyis of van Riemsdijk (1990) in his proposal
for the analysis of double particle constructions with PPs, exemplified in (26.a). The ana-
lysis he proposes is in (26.b), in which F0 substitutes van Riemsdijk’s p0. (Zeller’s term
for what I call ’double particles’ is ’circum-positional phrases’).
(26) a. Ein
a
Tourist
tourist
steigt
climbs
auf
up/on
den
the
Berg
mountain
hinauf
h-up/on
b. [ FP [F’ [PP auf [DP den Berg ] ] [F0 hinauf ] ] ]
My analysis of (26.a) is analogous to (26.b) except for a complex representation of hinauf
housing the functional head p (s. sect. 4.1).
Zeller (2001a),Zeller (2001b) also provides an analysis of constructions with simple
particle in which the particles are treated as phrasal complements of their verbs:
(27) a. [C’ weil [IP Juri [VP [V’ [PP auf] steigt ]]]]
Zeller’s proposal is like the one presented here in that it captures the adjacency of the par-
ticle to the verb. Zeller also gives a semantic motivation for his analysis. But I do not think
that everything he says about the semantics of P-elements is quite right. Zeller claims that
the meanings of particles differ in crucial respects from the corresponding prepositions.
That may be true for some cases but it doesn’t seem true in general. It isn’t obviously true,
for instance, for (28.a) and (28.b). (The examples are from Zeller (2001a).) Note that the
particle in (28.b) licenses an an-PP, as in (my) (28.c,d). That fact confirms my conviction
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that both the preposition an in (28.a) and the particle an in (28.b) have the topological
semantics of contact. In fact, cases of semantic sharing between prepositions and partic-
les are quite common, but Zeller systematically ignores them. And in this he is not alone.
To my knowledge none of the researchers who follow the ’intransitive hypothesis’ para-
digm discuss the full range of argument structures of particle verb constructions, which
includes cases like (28.c,d). Note that there isn’t much of a difference between the seman-
tic contribution that is made by the particle an in (28.b) and the contribution it makes to
(28.c,d). It is just that in (28.b) the ground argument — the queue that the people join in
(28.c) and that they already have joined in (28.d) — is implicit rather than overt. It can be
accommodated on the basis of stereotypical knowledge.
(28) a. die
the
Leute
people
stehen
stand
an
at
der
the
Ecke
corner
b. die
the
Leute
people
stehen
queue
an
up
c. die
the
Leute
people
stehen
stand
an
on
der
the
Schlange
queue
an
on.prtc.
’people join the queue’
d. die
the
Leute
people
stellen
position
sich
themselves
an
on
die
the
Schlange
queue
an
on
’people queue up at the queue’
An analysis that comes close to the one I will present here is proposed for Russian prefix-
verbs in Romanova (2007). As far as pP is concerned the structural description for (29.a) is
as in (29.b). Within the cartographic framework of Ramchand (2008) the prefix v will un-
dergo movement to certain structural levels.20 Importantly, the prefix v is base-generated
in p, which selects a PP headed by (the preposition) v. My own structural descriptions
for the German particle verbs differ from (29) in two respects: (i) the German particles
20Romanova (2007):194
vP


HH
H
Initiator
Jussi
v’


HH
HH
v
v+pisal
VP


HH
HH
Undergoer
bukvu
V’


HH
HH
V
<v+pisal>
RP


HH
H
Resultee
<bukvu>
R’


HH
H
R
<v>
pP


HH
H
<bukvu> p’
 HH
p
<v>
PP
H
P
v
alfavit
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stays in situ while Russian prefixes undergo movement to their verbs; (ii) in German the
PP that is selected by the particle in p is to the left, rather than to the right, where it is in
Russian.
(29) a. Jussi
Jussi
v-pisal
into-wrote.past.3sg.ms
bukvu
letter
v
into
alfavit
alphabet.ACC
Jussi inserted a letter into the alphabet’
b.
pP
 HH
bukvu p’
 HH
p
v
PP
 HH
P
v
DP
alfavit
end of interlude
The particle an shares with the preposition an the property that its selects both for
the contribution of a topological AN-region and for a reference object that the AN-region
is an AN-region of. In the semantic representation formalism I am using such sharing is
implemented as the sharing of discourse referents. This discourse referent sharing is re-
presented as follows: The modified head ’
√
an+p’ introduces a discourse referent z to fill
the argument slot for the reference object in the semantic representation of
√
an (see (21)),
and treats the referent of z as presupposed. This is implemented in the manner familiar
from presuppositional DRT (cf. van der Sandt (1992), Kamp (2001), Kamp et al. (2011))
by placing the presupposition (included within the curly brackets of set formation) direct-
ly to the left of the DRS representing the semantic part within which the presupposition
is triggered. Like other presuppositions the presupposition triggered by
√
an plus p is to
be resolved contextually (in principle after the semantic construction for the given sen-
tence has been completed). In somewhat abridged form the construction of the semantic
representation of the pP node of (24.a) is as in (30).
(30)
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pP




HH
HH
HH
HH
ein
Papier〈
y1, paper(y1)
〉 p’
λy.λe.
〈{
z
}〈
r2,r1, z1, s,
wall(z1)
e CAUSE s
r2= rat(z)
r1= rat(z1)
s: y ⊆ r2
r1 = r2
〉〉



HH
HH
HH
PlaceP
an eine Wand〈
r1, z1, wall(z1)
r1= rat(z1)
〉
√
an+p
λr.λy.λe.
〈{
z
}〈
r2, s,
r2= rat(z)
e CAUSE s
s: y ⊆ r2
r = r2
〉〉
Combining
√
an+p and PlaceP involves two operations one of which is displayed in (30)
(See also fn. 17.) This is the λ-conversion of λr. ... to the region discourse referent r1. This
operation involves replacement of r in the p+
√
an representation by r1 and then merge of
the p+
√
an representation obtained this way with the PlaceP representation. This operation
does not affect the presupposition involving z. However, the Place representation also
provides a local context for the resolution of this presupposition, in the sense that the
presupposed reference object represented by z can be identified with z1. Execution of this
presupposition resolution has the effect of eliminating the presupposition and replacing
the occurrences of z in the following DRS — in this case there is only one occurrence —
by z1; the resulting representation now has the figure y as spatially included in the AT-
region of the wall twice over. In the semantic representation construction presented here,
this is the formal reflection of the intuition that one of the two occurrences of an in (24.a)
is a ’reduplication’ of the other. For the remaining compositional operations, however,
there is no point in carrying the double representation of the at-information along any
further. So we simplify by eliminating r1 and with it all the conditions in which it occurs.
The result of this presupposition resolution and simplification in the representation (30)
is as follows:
p’
λy.λe.
〈
r2, z1, s,
wall(z1)
e CAUSE s
r2 = rat(z1)
s: y ⊆ r2
〉
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The rest of the semantics construction then proceeds as in (22).
So much for particle constructions with an overt ’redundant PP’. If the PlaceP happens to
be silent, then the presupposition is in danger of remaining unresolved. PlaceP is governed
by
√
an+p and provides a region that can fill the slot identified by ’λr. ... in (30). But all
that a silent PlaceP will deliver is just a discourse referent r1 for this region. That means
that we can still λ-convert the
√
an+p representation to r1 but that the PlaceP provides no
basis for the resolution of the z-presupposition. So the presupposition remains unresolved
at this stage and in the further steps of the semantics construction it is carried along,
so that it is still present as unresolved presupposition in the semantic representation for
the complete sentence. If the context in which the represented sentence is used makes a
reference object sufficiently salient, then resolution of the representation will be possible
at that point. If not, the utterance will come across as infelicitous. An example would be
an out of the blue use of (31.a), which yields the representation (31.b) with its unresolved
presupposition about what the piece of paper was attached to.
(31) a. (#) Ein
a
Mann
man
klebte
glued
ein
a
Papier
paper
an
on.prtc.
’a man glued a piece of paper on’
b.
〈
z
 ,
y1 r2 x1 e’ s ec t
ec ⊆ t
t ≺ n
ec = e’
⊕
s
x1= agent(e’) man(x1)
paper(y1)
GLUE(s)
e’ CAUSE s
r2 = ran(z)
s:y1 ⊆ r2
〉
The account sketched above provides an explanation for why Levin and Sell’s example
(17.b) is infelicitous when presented without a suitable context.
3.3 Verb plus PP-constructions: projective prepositions
In the introduction I mentioned that verbal constructions with prepositional phrases hea-
ded by projective prepositions, such as for instance (7), repeated here as (32), allow
for a wider range of interpretations than prefix-verbs. The latter only have an ’across’-
interpretation, the former have another interpretation as well, which can be paraphrased
as ”change of location into the region specified by the prepositional phrase (and then
remain there)”. This reading is also found with other projective PPs, s. (33).
(32) u¨ber
over
einen
a
Berg
mountain
/
/
eine
eine
Wolke
Wolke
fiegen
fly
’to fly over/across a mountain’
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(33) hinter
behind
/
/
unter
under
/
/ in
vor
front of
/
/
einen
a
Busch
bush
/
/
ein
a
Auto
car
/
/
etc.
etc.
kriechen
crawl
/
/
schleichen
creep
’creep / crawl ... a car / a bush (and stay put)’
We start by exploring this second reading.
Projective prepositions differ from topological prepositions in that the regions that
we refer to with their help are determined by the direction that is expressed by the P-
element. Zwarts (1997) has formalised this idea with the help of vectors; s. also Kamp
and Roßdeutscher (2005). For instance, the region specified by behind the car is a set of
vectors which originate at that part of the surface of the car that counts as the back of the
car, and which point away from the car. (The ’back surface’ of the car can either be the
surface that is opposite to the side facing the observer (’deictic orientation’) or the rear
end of the car, irrespective of the observer’s position (’intrinsic orientation’))21. Svenonius
(2010), building on Zwarts (1997) and Zwarts and Winter (2000), has proposed a structure
involving a functional head Ax(ial)Part, the semantic contribution of which is the relevant
surface and in which the vectors have their origin on that surface. I will follow Svenonius
on this point, adopting his proposal for German.22
(35.a) presents the syntactic structure of (32), as an instance of the ’verb plus PP’
construction. A more detailed display of the pP constituent of the vP which we will need
in our discussion of the semantics is shown in (35.b).
21The difference between topological and projective prepositions manifests itself syntactically in that
projective prepositions can be modified by measure phrases, as in drei Meter hinter dem Auto (three metres
behind the car). An implementation involving vectors can capture the contribution made by such measure
phrases to the projective PPs in terms of the length of the vectors. (In the given example the vectors that
are part of the denotation of drei Meter hinter dem Haus will all be three metres long.) Note that measure
phrases are felicitous with topological PPs only in the presence of dimensional adjectives, as in drei Zen-
timeter tief im Baum (three centimetres deep in the tree). But here the measure phrase is adjoined to the
dimensional adjective and not to the preposition.
22The functional heads Ax(ial)part and K(ase) are overt in English, s. Svenonius (2010) for some English
prepositions. For instance the syntactic structure (34.a) is of the form (34.b). The hierarchy of nodes in
(34.b) is supported by data from languages with rich morphological structure (cf. Svenonius (2012):12f)
(34) a. in front of the house
b. [p in [AxialP [Axial front [KP [K of [DP the house ]]]]]]
In German simple projective prepositions don’t contain nominals referring to faces of reference objects of
the kind exemplified by English front, top. (A nominal root is in involved in oberhalb (from
√
u¨ber and√
halb, as in Ha¨lfte (half)). But this is a special class of P-elements which will not be considered here).
Otherwise, for German projective prepositions the AxPart head will be empty and the prepositional root
will be attached to a node higher in the structure, either a Place node for the change of location-reading or
a Dir(ection) node for the ’across’-reading.
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(35)
a. b.
vP


HH
HH
pP


HH
H
t1 p’


HH
H
PP
 HH
P
u¨ber
DP
einen
Bergakk
p
vP
flieg
pP




HH
HH
HH
H
t1 p′




HH
HH
HH
H
PathP



HH
HH
H
Path PlaceP


HH
HH
Place
 HH√
u¨ber Place
AxpartP


HH
H
Axpart
∅
KP
DP
einen Berg
p
I assume a top-down hierarchy of selection: The node Path is selected by the manner of
motion vP fliegen (to fly). In this paper the Path node is the locus of introduction of a line
segment, or WEG. A WEG is a trajectory traced by a moving theme. We will assume that
line segments are 1-dimensional sets of spatial points.23
The Place constituent is responsible for introducing a region in which the path ends.
In the Zwarts-inspired semantics adopted here this region is determined by a set of vectors
(viz. as the set of endpoints), and it is the task of the PlaceP constituent to determine the
region as such a set of vectors and points. This selection involves a number of successive
steps, reflecting the internal structure of PlaceP. In particular, in (35) u¨ber selects from the
reference object (the mountain in question) the top face and the vectors which start from
that face and point vertically upwards. More accurately and in greater detail, we assume
that the attachment of the DP whose value is the reference object — here einen Berg —
under the lower K(ase)P has the effect of assigning to the reference object its eigenspace.
(According to the idealised geometry I am assuming this is a vertical ’rectangular solid
23A number of distinct notions of spatial path have been proposed in the semantic literature. Of these
the notion of a path as a linear continuous set of points is about as simple as one gets. This notion, the one
adopted here, is compatible with the one proposed by Zwarts (which, again, is given by a set of vectors,
whose endpoints are the points on the path). Treating paths as one-dimensional sets of points is of course an
idealisation. But it is one that seems to fit the requirements of the semantics of the expressions considered
in this paper well enough. Another idealisation, equally fitting our present needs, is the one explored in
Kamp and Roßdeutscher (2005) as adequate to the semantic analysis of a substantial part of spatially sensi-
tive expressions in natural languages like German and English. According to this idealisation the directions
relevant to the semantic analysis of that part of spatial vocabulary is that all motion referred to by expressi-
ons from this vocabulary is (conceived as) rectilinear and as being in one of just six distinct directions: up,
down, left, right, forwards, backwards.
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cylinder’ which includes the convex hull of the reference object.) U¨ber then selects from
this geometrical object the relevant face (its top face) and the corresponding vector set.
Irrespective of what particular formal framework is used to spell out the semantic
contributions made by projective prepositions, the framework must allow reference to
the following spatial concepts: (i) the 3D-region that the DP referent occupies in Space
(its eigenspace), (ii) a surface of the eigenspace and the vectors originating there; and
(iii) a region determined by this vector set. I follow Svenonius in that (i) is part of the
representation at K(ase)P, (ii) is represented at AxialP, and (iii) at PlaceP. (PlaceP, or some
level between PlaceP and AxialP as proposed in a revised version Svenonius (2012), is
the adjunction site for measure phrases.)
In the semantic representations that follow I confine myself to making only the central
principles of the semantic composition explicit. Some of the details of the construction
are passed over, but these are inessential to my concern here. (A full description of all the
principles involved in building the semantic representations for these and for other space-
related syntactic constructions is left for some later occasion.) The semantics composition
up to PathP is displayed in (36). I use boldface lower case letters (such as v) to represent
sets of vectors.
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(36)
PathP
〈
w1,r2,v1, r1, z1,
mount.(z1)
r1 = rid(z1)
v1(r1)
r2 = reg( ↑(v1))
w1 R r2
〉





HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
Path
λr.
〈
w1, w1 R r
〉 PlaceP〈
r2,v1, r1, z1,
mount.(z1)
r1 = rid(z1)
v1(r1)
r2 = reg( ↑(v1))
〉




HH
HH
HH
HH
Place
λv.
〈
r2, r2 = reg(↑(v))
〉


HH
HH
√
u¨ber
λr.λv. r = reg(↑(v))
Place〈
r2,
〉
AxpartP〈
v1,r1,z1,
mount.(z1)
r1 = rid(z1)
v1(r1)
〉




HH
HH
HH
HH
Axpart
λr.
〈
v1, v1(r)
〉 KP〈
r1,z1, mnt.(z1)
r1 = rid(z1)
〉



HH
HH
HH
K
∅
λz.
〈
r1, r1 = rid(z)
〉 DPeinen Berg〈
z1, mnt.(z1)
〉
At KP the eigenspace rid(z1) of the mountain makes its entry into the representation. We
think of a mountain as a cube-like 3D-object. On this assumption rid(z1) is a cube-like 3D-
region too. Axpart introduces a set of vectors v1(r) connected with the eigenspace rid(z1).
v1(r) is a set of vectors each of which has its origin on the boundary of r (its circumference
when it is 2- and its surface when it is 3-dimensional). This vector set is rich enough to
allow for every projective P-element to select from it the sub-set of the vectors that define
the region selected by that element. With u¨ber this set consists of vectors originating at
the top face of the eigenspace and pointing upwards; with unter (under) it consists of
the vectors which originate at the bottom face of the eigenspace of z1 and are pointing
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downwards; with hinter (behind) they originate at the back side of z1, however, and point
horizontally away from it, etc.. These selections, however, are made only at the next level,
where the AxpartP representation gets combined with the representation of the upper
Place node.( As we already noted, a difference between English and German is that some
English prepositions contain names of some particular faces, e.g. in front of. In German
all we get at Axpart is the information that there is a set of vectors v1 that satisfy the
condition ’v1(r1)’, e.g., which is a shorthand for saying that its vectors start at some part
of the boundary of r1 and point in an outward direction orthogonal to that part of the
surface of the eigenspace r1 of the reference object at which they originate.)
The root
√
u¨ber combines with the functional head Place. In general Place heads in-
troduce regions. However, when combined with projective prepositional roots like
√
u¨ber
they select AxpartPs, and via these semantically select sets of vectors. That means that√
u¨ber + Place must define a region from the vector sets it selects. The root
√
u¨ber intro-
duces a relation between a region r and sets of vectors which are upward directed. This
is implemented at the node
√
u¨ber by abstracting over the region variable r and the va-
riable for the set of vectors v in the condition ’r = reg(↑(v))’. (The term ’↑(v)’ selects
from v those vectors which point upwards.) Combining the root node with Place involves
λ-conversion, i.e. substituting r by r2. When the representation of the upper Place node is
combined with that of AxpartP, v1 instantiates the λ-bound v, with the effect that r2 now
stands for the set of endpoints of vectors v1 which point upwards from the top face of r1.
Note that as a consequence of these operations the representation of PlaceP, the mother-
node of AxpartP and the upper Place node, now contain discourse referents of the follo-
wing entities: (i) z1 for the reference object, (ii) r1 for the eigenspace of z1, (iii) v1 for
the set of vectors pointing orthogonally outwards from the boundary of r1, and (iv) r2 for
the set of endpoints of the subset of vectors of v1 that are upwards directed.
24
Now let’s move another node up. The Path head introduces a WEG w and relates w
to a region r contributed by its sister-node Place (see ’w R(elation) r’). At this level of
our representation the case alternation between accusative and dative comes into play; the
symbol R is neutral as to how the relation is introduced for the two cases. Accusative case
for the reference object DP indicates that R signifies change of location into the region
r. I represent this by way of a partition of the weg w1 into a presupposed initial part w01
and a final part w11 (so that the mereological sum w
0
1
⊕
w11 = w1; s. (37) below).
25 The
last step of the semantics construction, displayed in (36), involves λ-conversion as the
means of combining the Path node with PlaceP. As the composition operations above
PathP is similar to the constructions with topological prepositions, I will move straight to
24The reason why most of these discourse referents have to be retained in the store is that they may be
needed in a representation construction operation higher up: r2 as anaphoric antecedent for the resolution
of the German region denoting particles da- d(a)r- in examples like (11), i.e. u¨ber einen Berg dru¨berfliegen;
v1 to allow for modification by spatial measure phrases, and z1 because it may be bound higher up in the
structure. The need for some storage mechanism arises in particular in connection with indefinite DPs, for
which a bottom-up construction algorithm often has to introduce a discourse referent long before it can be
bound (through transfer in a suitable DRS-universe). The indefinite einen Berg is a case in point and its
discourse referent z1 is one of those that are initially put in the store and then may remain there for some
considerable stretch of the representation construction. However, as indicated in this footnote, the need for
storage arises not only for the discourse referents introduced by DPs but for others as well.
25This is in the same spirit as the decomposition of paths into initial and final subpath by Zwarts and
Winter (2000).
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the completed sentence representation.
(37)
〈
s0 w01
s0:¬[w01 ⊆ r2]
 ,
〈
x1 e’ s w1 w11 r2 v1 r1, z1 t
e’
⊕
s ⊆ t t ≺ n
mountain(z1) bird(x1)
agent(e’)= x1
FLY(e’)
WEG(w1) w1= w01
⊕
w11
w= weg(e’,x1)
mount.(z1)
r1 = rid(z1)
v1(r1)↑(v1)
r2 = reg(↑(v1))
WEG(w1)
s: w11 ⊆ r2
s0 ⊃⊂e’ ⊃⊂s
〉〉
Note that this DRS doesn’t give any information about the direction from which the path
w1 leads into the ’above’-region of the mountain. This is as it should be. The path might
come from anywhere: from any side of the mountain, but also from high up above the
clouds.26
The following observation will become important when we compare the present use
of
√
u¨ber with the ’across’-readings of u¨ber-PPs and prefix-constructions: the change
of location state reading we have been discussing supports a restitutive interpretation of
wieder (Engl. again): The moving theme returns to a position it occupied previously and
there need not have been any earlier instance of the motion event described by a current
phrase or clause. Consider a case of a homing pigeon that is taken from an island (which
it has never left before) in a cage to somewhere in the open sea, is released there and finds
its way back to the island. Then (38) can be used to describe this event.
(38) der
the
Vogel
bird
flog
flew
wieder
again
u¨ber
over
die
the
Insel
island
’the bird flew back into the region above the island’
3.3.1 over (u¨ber), and through (durch) and readings of again (wieder)
Ramchand (2012) observes an important structural property of so-called route-prepositions
(cf. Svenonius (2010)) such as Engl. through and along but also of over or u¨ber in the
’across’-reading: for occurrences of again which modify predicates involving one of the-
se prepositions restitutive interpretation is impossible. This observation holds for Germ.
durch as well as for its Engl. counterparts through and across s. (39.a.b)
(39) a. The man went through / across the garden again
26Compare Nebel senkte sich u¨ber die Stadt (fog sank over the city). Another relevant example is the
sentence Die Teilnehmer [wurden] durch die beiden Fu¨hrer gesichert und u¨ber die Felsen herabgelassen
(the parties were securely fastened by the guides and lowered into a position above the rocks).
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b. Der Mann ging wieder durch den Garten
You cannot say either (39.a) or (39.b) if the man was at the other side of the garden shortly
before and now regains that location by going through the garden unless he went through
the garden before.
In German this ’restitutivity’ constraint holds for all P-elements that have alternations
with prefix-verbs. P-elements like u¨ber are special in that they have ’across’-interpretations
not only in prefix-constructions, but also in PPs. One possible translation of der Vogel flog
u¨ber den Berg is the bird flew across the mountain. On this reading der Vogel flog wieder
u¨ber den Berg only has the repetitive reading. When the sentence is interpreted along the
lines we discussed above — see (38.b) — the restitutive reading becomes accessible as
well.
3.3.2 My explanation
My strategy for explaining this difference is based on the conviction that P-elements like
through and the ’across’-reading of u¨ber contribute directions rather than regions to the
semantic representation. More specifically, they contribute some ’transversal’ plane which
is connected with the spatial denotation of the argument DP through which the moving
theme goes through.27
The simplest and most straightforward cases of transversal planes that are involved in
the semantics of directional P-elements are those where the reference object is conceived
as vertical and 2-dimensional. Consider the following sentence (40)
(40) Mark
Mark
sprang
jumped
u¨ber
over
den
the
Zaun
fence
Here it is natural to think of the fence as a vertical 2-dimensional subspace of R3 and of
the transversal plane as lying in the same geometrical plane as the fence but restricted to
the area above it (that is, the transversal plane extends upwards from the top of the fence).
A motion satisfies the description in (40) when its path intersects this transversal plane,
going in at one side and coming out at the other. With other kinds of reference objects the
matter is more complex. For instance, der Mann ging durch den Garten (the man went
through the garden) will (on its across-reading) correctly describe a motion event only
when the theme of the motion enters the garden at one end and leaves it at the other end.
Strictly speaking we cannot capture this by talking about one transversal plane. For where
should this plane be located in relation to the garden? If it is at the end of the garden where
the theme enters it, then traversing it is compatible with staying within the garden after
having done that; and that is not compatible with the interpretation we are after. And if
we locate the transversal plane at the other end of the garden, where the theme leaves it,
then we fail to exclude motions that start inside the garden and merely consist of going
out of it. And, finally, if we locate the transversal plane somewhere through the middle of
the garden, then our analysis runs into both these problems at once.
27Describing ’across’-readings as involving going through a transversal plane is a slight departure, but
more in form than in spirit, from my earlier description according to which the ’across’-moving theme must
intersect a line in the course of its motion (s. sect. 1.1). The reason for switching from a line that must be
crossed to a plane that must be gone through should become clear from the discussion that follows.
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It is evident from these considerations that we would need two transversal planes in
such cases, one at the point where the theme enters the garden and one where it leaves
the garden again. Or, alternatively we could adopt ’traversal slabs’ instead of ’transver-
sal planes’ which can have thickness in addition to their planar orientation. (Such slabs
would have two faces corresponding to the pair of transversal planes of the first sugge-
stion for dealing with the ’one plane’ problem.) Although most of the ’across’-examples
considered in this paper are of this more complex kind, for which a single transversal
plane is strictly speaking not enough, I will ignore this complication and treat them too as
involving just one single transversal plane. (The reader who is bothered by this can think
of slabs where I speak of planes, and adjust the semantic representation I will present
accordingly.)
There is a good deal more that can said about the transversal planes selected by the
different directional P-elements. But more of that would detract us too much from the
central concerns of this paper. A couple of further remarks seem justified, if only becau-
se they indicate how much semantic complexity is swept under the rug by the formal
treatments I will present. The P-element durch is especially intriguing. As we just saw,
it can combine with reference objects such as gardens, which in some sense we seem to
conceive of as part of the horizontal plane on which we move much of the time. But in-
terestingly, durch nevertheless requires that the reference object be not entirely without a
third (vertical) dimension. Durch den Garten (through the garden) is fine, but durch das
Feld (through the field) is not; and durch die Wiese (through the meadow) is acceptable
only to the extent that we think of the grass as high enough that going through the mea-
dow can be thought of as wading through it. (This is one fact that provides some evidence
in favour of transversal planes that are orthogonal to a horizontally conceived reference
object — rather than of a mere line-segment lying within the horizontal plane.)
In addition, durch allows for reference objects that we think of as one-dimensional,
such as tunnels or pipes, and also for unequivocally 3D objects such as clouds. This is
just to give a flavour of the complexity of the issues that I am setting aside here. What
I do want to stress, however, is that with durch (through) it is not part of the central
conception that some portion of the motion takes place inside the reference object, or the
transversal slab it determines. The man who goes through the gate or the bullet that comes
in through the window or the cat that jumps over the fence, are conceived as being first
on the one side of the reference object and then on the other. Of course we know that
you cannot go through a gate without being for whatever short period being ’inside the
gate’ — your body is hovering directly over its threshold. But I do not think that that is
part of the conception of what it is to go through a gate. To the extent that being inside
some reference object is part of what it means to move through that object that will be so
because the object is conceived as having some extension in the direction of motion (as is
arguably the case for houses and gardens). But being extended in this way is not part of
the selection restriction of durch (through) in general (pace Zwarts and Winter (2000)).
Similar observations apply also to other P-elements, including u¨ber and unter.
3.3.3 Towards a syntactic structural description
Something in the structure of directional P-elements must be responsible for the selec-
tion of compatible reference objects and for the construction, starting from the selected
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reference object, of the relevant transversal plane. I will assume that these aspects of
interpretation are contributed by a directional head ’Dir’. Dir selects for AxpartPs com-
patible with the given directional element and contributes the relevant information about
the transversal plane. We will make use of Dir in our analyses of the ’across’-readings of
prefix-verbs such as u¨berfliegen.
The syntactic representation involving a Dir head for verb plus PP constructions and
prefix-verbs was inspired by syntactic representation given in Ramchand (2012) (s. Figu-
re 5) Ramchand proposes a cartographic analysis which doesn’t involve a projection that
introduces a region. Her line of argument is based on a structural analogy between the
prepositional and the verbal domain: Closed PpathPs [i.e. ”bounded” or ”not cumulative”
paths in the terminology of Zwarts (2005)] in the P-domain correspond to accomplish-
ments and achievements in the verbal domain’. Open PathP [i.e. ”unbounded” or ”cu-
mulative” paths in Zwarts (2005)] in the P-domain correspond to activities in the verbal
domain.28
Closed PpathP Accomplishment/Achievement
PpathP
 HH
.
 HH
Path
 HH
. PlocP
 HH
Ploc LocationP
procP
 HH
. proc
 HH
proc resP
 H
.
res XP
... into the wood write a dissertation
Open PpathP Activity Verbs
PpathP
 HH
.
 HH
Ppath LocationP
procP
 HH
. H
proc XP
... through the garden walk the streets
Figure 5. Closed vs. open PPathPs
An important motivation for Ramchand’s division of P-structures into closed and open
paths is her observation, already mentioned above, that restitutive readings of again are
possible in clauses with one kind of P-constituents (that which contribute closed paths)
but not in clauses with the other kind (the one contributing open paths). Through, and
over when interpreted in its ’across’-sense, head open path constituents, as shown by the
fact that in conjunction with them a restitutive interpretation of again is impossible, as
illustrated by (39). As Ramchand puts it
[...] PPath like through and over cannot have the GROUND as the complement
of an embedded PlocP. In fact, we assume that there is no PlocP in these paths
at all. Ramchand (2012):7
28Ramchand’s classification is not congruent with the semantic classification of Zwarts (2005). Zwarts
stresses the ambiguity of PPs built from ’route prepositions’ such as over and through. According to him
through and over have both non-cumulative readings and cumulative readings. His representation strategy
is to define the non-cumulative ’singular’ denotation as the primary one and deriving the cumulative one
from it via a grinding operation.
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The representation I will propose below for the ’across’-reading of u¨ber corresponds to
Ramchand’s cartographic representations in that there is no region-introducing level such
as PlocP (according to Ramchand’s labeling) or PlaceP (according to my labeling). But
this is a representation at the level of word-syntax, which doesn’t, and shouldn’t, exclude
non-cumulative readings of full sentences that contain u¨ber in its ’across’-sense. To see
this consider (41.a, b.). (41.a) supports the inference that the mountain was left behind
as a result of the flight across it. This is a perfective interpretation, and in that sense a
non-cumulative one; but nevertheless there is no restitutive reading of wieder in (41.b).
(41) a. der
the
Vogel
bird
flog
flew
u¨ber
over
den
the
Berg
mountain
hinu¨ber
hin.prtc.over.prtc.
’the bird crossed the mountain flying’
b. der
the
Vogel
bird
flog
flew
wieder
again
u¨ber
over
den
the
Berg
mountain
hinu¨ber
hin.prtc.over.prtc.
’the bird flew over the mountain again’
In order that again can be interpreted restitutively, the verbal structure of which it is part
must have the structure of a change from a state of type s0 to some other state of type
s1 that is incompatible with s0 (as for instance the change from the theme being insi-
de/outside some specified region to its being outside/inside that region). And the general
principle governing restitutive interpretations appears to be that so long as there is some
constituent of the phrase that articulates the result state, — e.g. a constituent which in-
dicates the place at which the motion ends — then again can be interpreted restitutively
(provided also that it occupies the right syntactic position, one that is sufficiently close to
this constituent). But in the absence of such a constituent restitutive again interpretations
are ruled out.
The analysis I gave for durch den Garten gehen (to go through the garden) and u¨ber
den Berg fliegen (to fly over the mountain) with durch and u¨ber in their ’across’-reading
gives us a way of explaining why restitutive readings are excluded here: nothing in the
structure for the entire phrase introduces the result state, or even some crucial ingredient
to such a state such as a result location. All that the semantic representation gives us is
some place or region that is being gone through. Of course, whenever a theme crosses a
place or region there is a traversal by a theme there will be the result state of y being on the
other side of what its has gone through. But this state is not a constituent of the semantic
representation itself. It is only available in the form of an inference and, apparently, for
a restitutive interpretation of again this is not enough.29 Put more briefly, my analysis of
u¨ber einen Berg fliegen matches Ramchand’s proposal in that it lacks a PlaceP constituent,
29A particularly telling example is the following: Francois drives from Toulose where he lives and which
he never left so far along the Atlantic coast via Biaritz to Spain and from there land-inwards to Gerona.
From there he takes a plane to Toulouse across the Pyrenees. We cannot describe this return flight as
(42) Er flog wieder u¨ber die Pyreneen (he flew again over the Pyrenees)
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just as her analysis of OpenPpathPs lacks a PlocP constituent. It is that constituent which
in Ramchand’s accomplishment structures, and also in the structural descriptions I have
given for u¨ber den Berg fliegen in the change of location state sense of u¨ber, provides the
anchor that again needs in order for a restitutive interpretation of wieder to be possible.
(Such anchors are provided by all other instances of motion verbs with PPs consisting
of a region-selecting spatial preposition and an accusative ground DP, for instance in den
Garten gehen (to go into the garden)).
3.3.4 semantic invariance between prepositions with ’across’-readings and prefix-verbs
The point has now been reached where we can turn to the semantics of prefix verbs like
u¨berfliegen. As a preliminary to that, and as conclusion to the present subsection, here
just one observation: The semantics of prefix-verbs like u¨berfliegen is close to one of the
possible interpretations of verb plus preposition combination like fliegen plus u¨ber-PP.
We will see that the step-wise constructions of those interpretations of the two syntactic
construction patterns resemble each other in many of their details. In particular, the same
semantic contribution is made in both constructions by the P-element (u¨ber in the case of
our examples). (After all it is the same P-element in the two constructions.) And in addi-
tion, the same ontological ingredients are involved in the computations of the semantics
in the two cases, — the eigenspace of the reference object, the collection of vectors that
originate on the surface of the eigenspace and the selection of a bundle of parallel vec-
tors, of a transversal and of a path. All these will also figure in the analysis that I will give
for einen Berg u¨berfliegen. However, what I see as the decisive common core between
directional prepositions and the corresponding prefixes is that they all involve a notion
of transversality: the reference object is conceived as a kind of 1-, 2- or 3-dimensional
’obstacle’ in the path of the described motion. Configurational analyses of sentences with
prefix-verbs will of course have to differ from those of the corresponding sentences with
base verbs and PPs at some points; but the transversality aspect has to be captured by
either. And as we will see, the ways in which it is captured are in fact quite close.
3.4 prefix-verbs (i)
3.4.1 syntactic analysis
I will deal with prefix-verbs in two steps. I will use einen Berg u¨berfliegen as paradigm,
as in (43.a), below. The first structure we consider is (44) below. It displays the syntactic
principle — and in particular the principles of case assignment on which I will rely when
turning to the compositional semantics that is induced with structures of this form. The
granularity of (44) is a fairly coarse one. It involves a generalised P head, which suffices
for the assignment of case. But the construction of the semantics for the phrase represen-
tation (44) will require a more finely articulated syntactic structure as input, in which the
P-head of (44) is decomposed into several distinct functional heads. We will turn to these
refinements when we need them.
The prefix verbs that are within the scope of this study are distinguished by two sali-
ent syntactic properties. The first is a property of all prefix-verbs and it is one that, in its
overt manifestations, is plain for anyone to see. This is their ’inseparability’: As distinct
from the particles of German particle verbs, prefixes cannot be separated from their verbs.
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For instance, in simple German main clauses in which the finite verb moves from its base
position at the right edge of the clause to its V2 position, the particle of a particle verb re-
mains in the base position, but the prefix of a prefix verb moves with the rest of the verb.
This property has been discussed by many researchers, though different authors assign
different, quite technical and theory-laden meanings to the ’inseparable’ term. For instan-
ce, Stiebels and Wunderlich (1994) explicate inseparability as a certain set of syntactic
features; Zeller (2001b) interprets it in the context of a head-head formation analysis 30;
and Biskup and Putnam (2012) explain it in terms of formation cycles (cf. fn. 31 below).
To my knowledge, the second property has gone thus far unnoticed. This is that the
vast majority of German prefix-verbs are transitive and that this is true without exception
for the prefix verbs considered in the present study. The transitivity of all those prefix-
verbs indicates that a ’voice’ projection is present in their structure. This is so not only
when the subject is an agent as in (43.a) (= (4)), but also when it is a non-agentive theme
as in (43.b)
(43) a. Ein
A
Vogel
bird
u¨ber‘flog
over.prfx.flew
einen
a
Berg
mountain
/
/
eine
cloud
Wolke
b. Rinnsale
little brooks
u¨ber‘fließen
over.prfx.flow
die
the
Wege
paths
’little brooks run over the paths’
I propose a syntactic analysis in terms of head to head movement: the functional P-head
(specified by
√
u¨ber) head-moves to the v-head and incorporates into v. (44) is our coarse-
grained analysis for (43.a).
30Syntactic analyses in Zeller (2001b)
particle verbs prefix-Verbs verb plus PP
VP
PP
P0
V0
V0
P0 V0
VP
 HH
FP
 HH
PP
P0 NP
F0
V0
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(44)
voiceP





HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
DP:nom
e. Vogel
voice’




HH
HH
HH
HH
vP




HH
HH
HH
H
DP:1acc
einen
Berg
vP



HH
HH
H
PP


HH
H
<
√
u¨ber+P> t1
v
 HH
v
 HH
u¨ber+P v
√
flieg
voice
Crucial for this analysis and distinguishing it from the P-domain in prepositional phra-
ses and verb-particle-constructions is the absence of the functional head p (which in struc-
tures like (35) intervenes between P and v). Several consequences are predicted from this
absence: First, the ground DP cannot be prepositionally case-marked. So it must get case
in some other way. It must be structurally case marked as accusative and this requires it
to move out of the PP. Second, accusative case-marking is possible only in the presence
of voice. This predicts the transitivity of the prefix-verbs under discussion as opposed to
verbs with PP complements. Third, we have a conceivable explanation for the insepa-
rability of prefix-verbs: The P-head undergoes head-movement because the intervening
functional projection is missing.31
31 An analysis of prefix-verbs in terms of preposition incorporation in German has been provided by
Bu¨ring (1991). Other accounts emphasise the phonological difference between prefix verbs and particle
verbs. E.g. Biskup et al. (2011) develop an account according to which particles, generated in P, move to
’little p’, whereas prefixes continue moving beyond ’little’ p into the verbal domain. The structures are
assumed to be as follows.
particle verbs prefix-verbs
vP
 HH√
P


HH
H
pP
 HH
p+P PP
 HH
<P> (compl)
√
v
vP


HH
HH
√
P


HH
HH
pP


HH
H
< p + P > PP
 HH
<P> (compl)
< p+P+
√
>
p+P+
√
+v
The authors propose an explanation according to which the P-element in particle verbs stays inside the
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Before going into the details of the semantics construction for (44) let’s have a closer
look at the generalised PP. As shown in (45), the highest node is a PathP with other nodes
DirP and AxpartP below. I represent the trace of the ground argument is presented in
angled-brackets. In the semantics construction the moved phrase is treated as if it was in
its base position.
(45)
vP





HH
HH
HH
HH
H
PathP



HH
HH
H
Path DirP


HH
HH
Dir
 HH√
u¨ber Dir
AxpartP


HH
H
AxPart KP
DP
<einen Berg>
v
 HH
v
√
flieg
3.4.2 Semantics construction algorithm for prefix-verbs
Crucial for the semantics of the prefix-verbs under consideration is that all of them are
motion verbs and that the motions they describe are conceived as taking place in a hori-
zontal plane. Also, as we observed informally in sect. 1 and then more formally in our
prepositional phrase. ”P and the verb are sent to the interfaces by different operations of Spell-Out. This
means that the preposition and the verb occur in different phonological and semantic domains with particle
verbs, but the v-head and the prepositional element occur in the same Spell-Out domain in prefix-verbs”.
This, the authors claim, also predicts why the readings of prefix verbs tend to be more idiosyncratic than
those of particle verbs. I am sceptical about this claim. Often what looks like an idiosyncratic verb meaning
at face value may turn out to be an instance of a more general and systematic word formation pattern
when looked at more closely. And recognising this may be all the more difficult because of the notorious
polysemy of most prefixes and particles. An example is the prefix-verb unter‘halten (cf.(12) in Biskup
et al. (2011)). The prefix unter- of this verb is a prefix of social interaction, corresponding to English
inter as in interaction; it patterns with unterrichten (to educate, to inform), unterweisen (to instruct), etwas
unternehmen (to engage in some enterprise (with or without other people)). It is important to see that the
prefix unter found in these verbs is not a manifestation of the root that we find in particle verbs such
as ‘unterbringen (provide someone with a place to stay), where unter presumably contributes some such
meaning component as that the theme is put under some roof. (I suspect that the prefix unter and the
particle unter constitute a case of genuine homonymy.) Note also that the meaning of a particle verb like
unterbringen is hardly less ’idiosyncratic’ than that of unter‘halten. There are of course also uses of the
particle unter whose meaning is transparent, e.g. etwas unter etwas ‘unterhalten.
Biskup et al. (2011) fasten upon a correlation between on the one hand the prosodic difference particles in
particle verbs and prefixes in prefix verbs and on the other hand the ’strong’ and ’weak’ labels that they
associate with particles and prefixes. There is no reason I can see, however, why this prosodic difference
should have any impact on interpretation. The syntactic and semantic analyses proposed in the present paper
for both particle and prefix verbs are independent of any rules of prosodic rules or realisations.
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discussion of the ’across’-reading of u¨ber einen Berg fliegen in sect. 3.3.1, the contribu-
tion of the P-elements that are present in these verbs in the form of prefixes, is that of
crossing some transversal. In our discussion of u¨ber einen Berg fliegen, we moved to the
assumption that this transversal is always a plane. Since motions described by the pre-
fix verbs we are looking at now are horizontal motions, the transversal planes they must
cross are necessarily vertical planes. To see more clearly what kinds of vertical planes are
involved let us revisit our earlier observation about the contributions of the P-elements in
question. With den Feind hintergehen (to go stealthily behind the enemy’s back) the plane
extends from the back of the enemy in a direction perpendicular to his back. With eine
Bru¨cke unterfahren (to cross below a bridge) it is the plane that embeds the direction of
the bridge, conceived as a horizontal line. With einen Berg u¨berfliegen the vertical plane
starts from the top of the mountain and otherwise can be assumed to be such that it is
perpendicular to the motion described. All this is just as we took it to be when discussing
fliegen plus u¨ber- PP, except that the planes will now always be vertical because they have
to be perpendicular to a horizontal motion.
Let us now turn to the details of the semantics construction for (43). First, note that the
syntactic description (45) for the prefix-verb einen Berg u¨berfliegen shares with (35.b) for
the PP-construction u¨ber einen Berg fliegen a slot for one of the semantic elements con-
tributed by projective prepositional P-elements, i.e. that contributed by the node AxPart.
Second, the crucial difference between (45) and the syntactic representation (35.b) for
u¨ber einen Berg fliegen is that in (45) the Place-constituent of (35) is absent. In (45) the
role of this Place head is taken over by the functional head dubbed ’Dir’. Dir introduces a
plane that is perpendicular to the vector introduced by Axpart. The semantics construction
for our working example einen Berg u¨berfliegen on the basis of (45) is displayed in (46).
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(46)
PathP
λe.
〈
w1,f1,v1, r1, z1,
mnt.(z1)
r1=rid(z1)
v1= v(r1)
f1 ‖ ↑(v1)
weg(e) = w1
w1 ⊥ f1
〉





HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
Path
λf.λe.
〈
w1, weg(e)= w1
w1 ⊥ f
〉 DirP〈
f1,v1, r1, z1,
mnt.(z1)
r1=rid(z1)
v1= v(r1)
f1 ‖ ↑(v1)
〉




HH
HH
HH
HH
Dir
λv.
〈
f1, f1 ‖ ↑(v)
〉


HH
H
√
u¨ber
λf.λv. f ‖ v
↑(v)
Dir〈
f1,
〉
AxpartP
〈
v1, r1, z1,
mnt.(z1)
r1=rid(z1)
v1= v(r1)
〉



HH
HH
H
Axpart
λr.
〈
v1, v1(r)
〉 KPe. Berg〈
r1,z1,
mount.(z1)
r1=rid(z1)
〉
We start from KP, the projection immediately above the reference object DP. As befo-
re, KP introduces r1, the eigenspace of the mountain z1, i.e. rid(z1), and the composition
of the Axpart and KP representations, resulting in the representation at AxpartP, is the
’porcupine’ consisting of the reference object and the collection of all vectors origina-
ting on its surface and pointing outwards. The Dir constituent makes two contributions:
it selects the bundle of upwards pointing vectors from the vector set of its sister node re-
presentation and it introduces a transversal plane f1 (’f’ as a mnemonic for ’face’) that is
parallel to the upward pointing vectors it selects. In analogy with the combination of ’root
plus Place’ the functional head Dir introduces the plane-representing discourse referent f1
which is specified by
√
u¨ber as parallel to a set of upward pointing vectors (’f ‖ v, ↑(v)’).
Combining the Dir constituent with AxpartP involves λ-conversion. The Path constituent
makes a complex contribution as well: (i) The Path head introduces a WEG w1 and relates
w1 to the transversal face provided by DirP, to the effect that w1 is perpendicual to the face
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f. (ii) Furthermore, Path directly relates w1 with the event described in the verbal kernel,
viz. as the path traced by the motion e.
As usual we take the remainder of the semantics construction for the verbal projection
for granted and go straight to the final representation of the complete sentence, shown in
(47.b).
(47) a. ein
a
Vogel
bird
u¨berflog
u¨ber.prfx.flew.
einen
a
Berg
mountain
b.
e’ x1 w1 f1 v1 r1 z1 t
e’ ⊆ t t ≺ n
mountain(z1) bird(x1)
agent(e’) = x1 FLY(e’)
weg(e’) = w1
r1 =rid(z1)
v1= v(r1)
f1 ‖ ↑(v1)
weg(e) = w1
w1 ⊥ f1
The crucial feature of this semantic representation is the condition that the path of the
motion is perpendicular to some transversal plane that can be thought of as symbolising a
potential obstacle that is be overcome and to be left behind.
3.4.3 background assumptions on language and geometry
Our discussions of transversality have been based on the implicit assumption that the mo-
tions described are rectilinear. This assumption is not absolutely essential for the analyses
I have proposed. For instance, our analysis of a sentence like er ging durch die Tu¨r in den
Hinterhof (he went through the door into the backyard) allows the path followed by the
subject to involve any number of curves and turnings. All that matters is that at the point
when the subject went through the door the tangent of her motion was perpendicular to
the plane formed by the door opening. But even if the analyses offered above are app-
licable to non-rectilinear as well as rectilinear paths, the conception underlying them is
that of rectilinear motion. For instance, the representation (47.b) captures what comes to
the mind of an interpreter of the description (47.a): a simple structure consisting of geo-
metrical objects — lines, planes, surfaces — that involves no more than three orthogonal
orientations (which form the axes of an orthogonal representation of space; but without
being closed under vector-addition in the way that vector spaces usually are; so there are
no objects with an ’oblique orientation’). In other words, I am assuming here that the
descriptions studied in this paper belong to that part of the spatial repertoire of the Ger-
man language whose semantics is based on such a highly idealised conception of space
and motion — one that admits only straight-lined and faced objects in three orthogonal
directions (see Kamp and Roßdeutscher (2005)). Of course such a simple conceptualisa-
tion can be adequate only for a certain part of the linguistic means that a natural language
makes available for the description of space and motion. We can describe a movement as
involving several sharp turns (of less than 90 0) or following a large curve in a language
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like German. (I just did in this very sentence.) When an interpreter is confronted with
such a description, then his interpretation will of course have to make use of more com-
plex mental representations than the simple orthogonal model we have been making use
of. But the psycho-linguistic assumption is that unless a verbal description makes use of
such explicit means for referring to non-linearity or non-orthogonality, the interpreter can
do with the simpler model, and it is our conjecture that he typically will.
(N.B. In order that the semantic representations I have been proposing can be under-
stood as applying also to cases of non-linear motion and to cases where the geometrical
entities involved are not at right angles, the truth conditions of these representations must
be stated in a manner that allows for approximation: It must be possible to verify con-
ditions asserting rectilinearity and orthogonality of and between the discourse referents
occurring in them by mapping these discourse referents onto entities in the verifying mo-
del or situation, even when these entities do not satisfy their conditions strictly, but only
approximately. (For instance, if the representation contains ’w ⊥ f’, where w represents
a path and f a plane, then verification should be possible also by a function that maps w
onto the path w and f onto the plane f where w does not have to be rectilinear and the
angle between w and f at the point where they meet need not be 90 0. In a way this is
of course just an instance of the general and well familiar fact that descriptions in the
terms of a scientific theory will as a rule be true of the real world to which they are meant
to apply in approximation only. But in the cases we are discussing here ’approximation’
may be involved in rather extreme ways, and a solution to the problem of verification (of
a representation) by approximation therefore seems to be particularly urgent. At present I
have no good solution to this problem.)
3.4.4 conclusion
I will close this sub-section by drawing some conclusions from the analyses I have pro-
posed. Some of these were alluded to earlier, but are repeated here for good measure.
1. The representations in (37) and (47) explain why wieder has a restitutive reading in
(48.a) but not in (48.b):
(48) a. ein
the
Vogel
bird
flog
flew
wieder
again
u¨ber
over
einen
the
Berg
cloud
b. ein
the
Vogel
bird
u¨berflog
over.prfx.flew
wieder
again
einen
the
Berg
mountain
(37) makes explicit reference to a result location of the theme in the form of the discourse
referent r2. This provides an anchor for the result state, which consists in the theme being
in the area above the mountain, which is needed for the restitutive interpretation of wieder.
(47) does not contain such an explicit representation of a result location, nor of anything
else that functions as reference to the result state.
2. The role that crossing the transversal plays in my analyses of all ’across’-readings
explains why the primary interpretations of sentences involving such ’across’ descriptions
of movements are perfective. In order that a motion qualifies for such a description its
theme has to go through a transversal plane or slab and that is obviously a property of
event descriptions that is not closed under initial segments: if the initial segment e’ of an
event e that crosses the transversal plane, only consists of the part of e before the crossing
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then e’ does not satisfy the description. The point is visible in particular clarity in an
example like die Grenze u¨berfliegen (to fly across the border); but it is not hard to see that
it applies generally.
Of course, ’across’-descriptions also occur in non-perfective sentences. But in one
part that is a general phenomenon, which doesn’t just apply to ’across’-descriptions, but
to most verbal descriptions with primary perfective interpretations. Thus er flog stunden-
lang u¨ber die Grenze (he flew across the border for hours) has an iterative interpretation
according to which the motion event described was one that involved an unspecified num-
ber of successive border crossings.
But there is also another way in which ’across’-descriptions can be used imperfective-
ly. We find this use with descriptions involving durch (through) such as durch den Wald
gehen (go through the wood). These can be understood as walkings that never leave the
space indicated by the P-element (
√
durch in this case). These readings are possible, I
want to claim, because they too describe iterations of going through a transversal plane.
In these cases, however, the transversal plane that is being crossed is a different one all
the time. Every bit of the theme’s moving through the wood is the crossing of a plane that
the wood is ’putting in its way’ at that particular point. Likewise for moving through the
air space above the mountain.
3.5 particle-verb-construction (ii): hidden universal quantification
3.5.1 topological P-elements
One type of examples that I mentioned at the outset, but that we haven’t looked at in detail
is (3), repeated as (49).
(49) eine
a
Wand
wall
mit
with
Farbe
pant
anstreichen
an.prtc.paint
’to cover a wall with paint’
The verb ’cover’ in the English paraphrase I have given of this sentence indicates that so-
me kind of universal quantification is involved in the meaning of this example. Roughly
speaking every part of the wall ends up having some paint on it. In other words, there
is universal quantification over parts of the AT-region that is contributed to the interpre-
tation of the description by the P-element
√
an. More specifically, at pP we have a state
representation of the form (50) which can be paraphrased as follows: For all parts ri of
the AT-region rat(z1) of the wall z1 (the surface of the wall that faces the observer) there
exists a y such that y is AT ri. y represents a portion of the implicit figure argument that
ends up being at some part of the surface of the wall. In (50) I have stripped the semantic
representation off all its irrelevant details so as to better reveal the quantificational nature
of the logical form.
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(50) s:
ri
r1 = rat(z1)
ri ⊆ r1
@
@@
 
  
@
@@ 
  
∀
ri
y
y at ri
(49) makes plain how the discourse referent y is existentially bound within the scope of
the universal quantification over sub-regions ri of the surface of the wall. Since this uni-
versal quantification is part of how the semantics of the P-complex is connected with the
semantics of the verbal kernel, the existential binding of y must have taken place before
this connection is made. I assume that what we see here is an instance of a widely attested
type of phenomenon — viz. incorporation — in which an overt or tacit constituent of a
construction makes some kind of quantificational contribution (generic or existential) to
some larger constituent of which it is part. Incorporation of the figure discourse referent is
the reason of the syntactic restructuring of the predication: the figure argument is syntacti-
cally demoted and the ground-argument is promoted to make up for the loss. Note that the
mit-phrase (with-phrase) is not an argument phase, in the sense that einen Klecks Farbe
(a blob of paint) is an argument phrase in einen Klecks Farbe an eine Wand streichen (s.
(22)). This is evident from the preferred form of the DP in the with-PP: it is typically a
mass term or bare plural. There is more to be said about these mit-phrases, but I leave it
at this.32.
There is another important point regarding the interface architecture: the particle an
acts as quantificational operator on rat(z1), the an-region of the wall. The syntactic struc-
ture must be such that the discourse referent r1 representing the surface region of the wall
rat(z1) is in the store of the representation of the node that is sister to the p+
√
an consti-
tuent. In the light of the other syntax-semantics interface structures for particle verbs that
I have proposed in this paper (cf. (24)) this suggests that, as in these other structures, the
particle selects a cognate PP, but that, unlike in (24), this is a PP that is incapable of as-
signing case. As a consequence of this the DP governed by the PP’s preposition does not
receive case within the PP and therefore must move into a position where it can receive
structural accusative as a direct object. This suggestion can be given a more definite form
by exploiting an analogy with the distinction between active and passive voice — an idea
that was applied to Russion prefix-verbs in Romanova (2007): ”Passive p” is designed in
analogy to ’passive voice’. The structural analogy is displayed in Figure 6.
32For a more systematic analysis and a formal representation, see Rossdeutscher (forthc).
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Figure 6. Analogy between passive voice and passive p.
According to this analogy the structure of eine Wand mit Farbe anstreichen (cf.(49))
stands to the structure of ein Papier an eine Wand ankleben (cf. (24)) in the same way that
passive voice stands to active voice constructions. Just as passive voice lacks a specifier
position for the external argument ’passive p’ lacks a specifier position for the figure. And
in either case the absence of a specifier is made up for by quantification over an ’implicit’
argument. And just as in passive voice the theme phrase moves into a position where is
can receive nominative case, in ppass structures the ground argument phrase moves so as
to get accusative case. It should be noted, however, that the analogy is not perfect. The
missing argument of agent passives can be added in the form of a prepositional phrase
(with von in German and by in English) and this phrase can be perfectly referential (e.g.
von / by Maria). The implicit argument of eine Wand anstreichen can also be realised by
an overt phrase, as we see in eine Wand mit Farbe anstreichen. In general, these phrases
are mit/with PPs. But as we saw, the DPs of these PPs are typically mass terms or bare
plural. This indicates that the structure we are focusing on is a genuinely case of incorpo-
ration. 33 The ppass-projection of (49) is of the form (51). In the semantics construction
in (52) the direct object represented in situ. Note that once more the semantics has been
simplified a great deal in order to make the decisive structural points visible.
33Peter Svenonius (p.c.) has made me a aware of a further different, though obviously related difference
between ppass- and voicepass-construction: In the verbal domain passive usually involves existential quan-
tification of the implicit agent discourse referent rather than universal quantification. Although it is not
excluded that verbal passive involves universal quantification — impersonal passive arguably does — the
parallel between the structures may be less straightforward than postulated by Romanova (2007). Nevert-
heless the syntactic properties of the predicates involving universal quantification are in accordance with a
structural description of that kind. Another, probably related difference is that the agent adjuncts of passive
voice structures are typically referential, whereas the mit-adjuncts in ppass tend to have the mass or bare
plural DPs that are typical for incorporation constructions.Impersonal passives are, by all indications, not
of this kind.
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(51)
vP




HH
HH
HH
H
eine Wand1 vP



HH
HH
H
ppassP


HH
HH
mit
Farbe
ppassP
 HH
Place
 HH
Place
∅
t1
ppass√
an+Place
vP
v
 HH
v
√
streich
(52)
ppassP





HH
HH
HH
HH
H
PlaceP〈
r1, z1, wall(z1)
r1= rat(z1)
〉


HH
H
Place
∅
λz.
〈
r1, r1 = rat(z)
〉
eine Wand〈
z1, wall(z1)
〉
ppass+
√
an
λr.λe.
〈{
z
}
,
〈
s,
r = rat(z)
e CAUSE s
s: ri
ri ⊆ r
@
@
 
 
@
@ 
 
∀
ri
y
y at ri
〉〉
One important feature of the architecture of (52) is the relation of government between
ppass and a silent Place-head. This Place head selects a ground-argument, that will even-
tually become the direct object of the clause as a whole. According to this analysis it is
the silent PlaceP that provides the operator
√
an+ppass with the ’quantification domain’
for the universal quantification that it contributes. In our example this is the AT-region
determined by the wall z1. More needs to be said about the structural sources of such
universal quantification and about certain further aspects of this type of semantics con-
struction. (Some discussion can be found in Roßdeutscher (2012)). But this much can be
and need to be said here: Loosely speaking the operator that is the semantic contribution
of the ppass+
√
an node presupposes some ground object z and some kind of partition
of its AN-region into the values of the quantified discourse referent ri. It is these values
— these parts of the surface of the wall — each of which must have some paint on it as
the result of the event described in (49) in order that the description can be regarded as
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true. Formally,
√
an is an operator that presupposes a ground argument, takes a region
(provided by the PlaceP) and links it to the event description by specifying the result state
to which the event must lead. Note by the way that, consistently with what we have been
saying about wieder (again) above, the construction (49) is one that permits a restitutive
interpretation for wieder: weil er eine Wand wieder anstrich (because he covered the wall
with paint again) can be truly said of a wall that had paint on it from the very beginning,
but then gradually lost it, and that the described event of painting restores to its original
properly state. The DR-theoretic details of (52) are fairly involved and I cannot go into
them here.
3.5.2 Some remarks on the restrictions
Why is a hidden universal quantification interpretation not possible for ankleben, i.e. why
is (6.b), repeated as (53), ill-formed?
(53) * eine
a
Wand
wall
mit
with
Papier
paper
ankleben
an.prtc.glue
The answer to this has to do with the fact that ’topological
√
an’ is polysemous between
a number of different meanings all of which share the component of contact with the
reference object. The meaning of the P-element
√
an selected by
√
kleben differs from the
one selected by streichen in that it contains an element of SUPPORT: if the figure wasn’t
supported by the ground object in the way it is by virtue of being ’angeklebt’ it would fall
down. (I assume that formally SUPPORT-an differs from the an of anstreichen in that its
semantics contains an additional condition of the form ’SUPPORT(y,z)’.) It is the presence
of the SUPPORT-condition that, I take it, is incompatible with the quantificational structure
of the an in (49) and therefore excludes the kleben from the alternation we find with
streichen. The assumption here is that the SUPPORT condition ’SUPPORT(y,z)’ requires a
referent y standing for the entity that ends up being supported by the wall z. But such an
entity is precisely not available as possible argument of the interpretation of a structure
of the kind (52), where the discourse referent for the theme is made to play the part of a
bound variable with narrow, internal scope.
Evidently this cannot be the last word on the matter. For it isn’t obvious why kleben
and ankleben couldn’t be understood in the way we can understand anstreichen, viz. as
descriptions of actions that lead to the ground-objects being covered with glued-on bits of
paper. Moreover, there are also other restrictions on the hidden quantification exemplified
in (52). But all this must be left for another paper.
3.5.3 hidden universal quantification in prefix-verbs
Prefix-constructions may involve hidden quantification effects as well. Recall (14), which
I repeat here as (54). Note that the semantics of this phrase resembles that of (49) in that
here too the hole ends up being covered with paper.
(54) ein
a
Loch
hole
mit
with
Papier
paper
u¨ber‘kleben
over.prfx.glue
’to cover a hole with paper’
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The difference between the contribution made by the prefix u¨ber to u¨berkleben and that
of the particle an in anstreichen appears to be that u¨ber can be used to express coverage
without contact, whereas in the case of anstreichen contact is the very means by which
coverage is adduced. Other ’coverage’ verbs involving the prefix u¨ber do not confirm
this contrast directly, but here another aspect comes into play; in u¨bermalen, (from malen
(paint) u¨berkritzeln (from kritzeln (scribble) that which is painted or scribbled over is
thereby hidden from view. That is also, it would seem, the meaning of eine Wand mit
Farbe u¨berstreichen (to cover a wall with paint). For practical purposes this last phrase
can be used to describe the same events as eine Wand mit Farbe anstreichen, s. (49). But
the conceptualisation is different: eine Wand mit Farbe anstreichen is to cover the wall
with paint so that it will appear to the observer in the colour that the paint gives to it; eine
Wand mit Farbe u¨berstreichen is to make the wall invisible: It is hidden behind the paint
that has been put on it.
u¨ber is not the only prefix that can be found with hidden quantification semantics.
Others are um and durch. Examples are: ein Haus mit Polizisten um‘stellen (to surround
a house with policemen) which gives rise to the inference that no matter which direction
you choose to go out of the house a policeman will be there to block your way; einen
Braten mit Gemu¨se um‘legen (to place vegetable around the meat) is of the same pattern
and einen Sumpf mit Gra¨ben durchziehen (to cover a marsh with ditches) means that there
will be ditches in all parts of the marsh.
The syntax-semantics-interface for hidden quantification in prefix-verbs will differ in
details from that of particle verbs. As the ground-arguments aren’t realised as argument
phrases in the prepositional phrase prefix-verb generally — per hypothesis because the
level of p is missing (s. sect. (3.4.1) — the only visible effect in constructions with hidden
quantification is the syntactic demotion of the figure argument. Figures can be realised
in mit-phrases only. But there is no syntactic difference on the side of the ground argu-
ment, compared to simple prefix-verbs. Both in a ’simple prefix-verb’ like einen Berg
u¨berfliegen and in a prefix-verbs with universal quantification such as ein Loch mit Papier
u¨berkleben the ground argument is realised as direct object. (However, in eine Wand mit
Farbe anstreichen with universal quantification the ground argument eine Wand leaves the
PP — per hypothesis because of the syntactic effects of ppass on the silent PP, whereas in
the prefix-construction the ground argument leaves the PP because of the lack of p)
On the semantic side the differences concern the ’nature’ of the regions, the sub-
parts of which undergo universal quantification. In eine Wand anstreichen the relevant
region is simply the surface of the wall. In ein Loch u¨berkleben the region is less simple
to characterise and the formation of regions from projective roots like
√
u¨ber is already
quite complicate in its own. As a consequence I leave the matter for a forthcoming paper
Rossdeutscher (forthc).
4 Double-particles and related constructions
In the introduction I mentioned double-particle constructions where the P-element com-
bines with deictic lexical elements like hin- und her- or anaphoric d(a)r-.
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4.1 hin-; her-: presupposed direction
In double-particle constructions with hin or her both constituents of the particle, hin- and
her as well as the P-element like u¨ber or ein, contribute directions of a path. As a conse-
quence they are not available for constructions where the verb selects a support P-element
incompatible with paths, e.g. *ein Foto auf einen Brief hinaufkleben, *ein Papier an die
Wand herankleben, etc.. Note that ein Foto in einen Rahmen hineinkleben (to glue a paper
into a frame) is easier to accept because ein can be conceptualised as contributing a path
along which the photograph has to be moved before it can be fixed to the frame. With
topological P-elements in contexts of change of location verbs double-particle construc-
tions with hin or her are productive and the semantics isn’t much different from that of
simple particle verbs. So we have both (55.a) and (55.b).
(55) a. die
the
Athleten
athletes
liefen
ran
in
into
das
the
Stadion
stadium
‘ein
in.prtcl
b. die
the
Athleten
athletes
liefen
ran
in
into
das
the
Stadion
stadium
hin‘ein
hin.deic.in.prtc.
There are slight differences between those in that the constructions exemplified in (55.a)
are subject to restrictions that do not apply to constructions of the form in (55.b). These
restrictions have to do with the social significance of the scenario that is being described,
an issue mentioned in Roßdeutscher (2011); einlaufen selects ’public’ places like stadi-
ums, car parks, but not, for instance, private garages as denotations in the associated PP.34
However, differences between the alternations in (55) do not affect spatial reference or
temporal profile.
The matter is different when hin and her combine with projective particles like u¨ber,
um, durch. Here the double-particle verbs are not matched by simple particle verbs. For
instance there is no possible verb ‘u¨berfliegen that corresponds to hinu¨berfliegen in a
way that resembles the morphological relation between ‘einlaufen (as used in (55.a))
and hin‘einlaufen (as used in (55.b). There is, however, we have seen, the prefix-verb
u¨ber‘fliegen. And the two verbs hin‘u¨berfliegen and u¨ber‘fliegen seem to have essential-
ly the same semantics. They both only have the ’across’-reading and they are basically
telic, with iterative interpretations (as the only fall back when an atelic interpretation is
coerced through the presence of an ’for-an-hour’-type adverb). Thus we find that (57.a)
and (57.b) are straightforwardly interpretable, but that (57.c) and (57.d) only suggest an
interpretation according to which the bird flew across the mountain repeatedly. 35 (57.e)
does not require this. The most prominent interpretation is that the bird flew around wi-
thin the area of the mountain for three hours. And that on the other hand (57.f) selects
34(56.a) is felicitous, whereas (56.b) is odd.
(56) a. Er
he
fuhr
drove
in
into
die
the
Tiefgarage
park
ein
park in.prtc
b. #
he
Er
drove
fuhr
into
in
the
die
garage
Garage
in.prtc
ein
35The iterative interpretation of (57.c) seems a lot more strained than that of (57.d).
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the across-reading of u¨ber einen Berg fliegen: as in (57.a) and (57.b) the flight is one that
went across the mountain and took three hours.
(57) a. ein
a
Vogel
bird
flog
flew
in
in
drei
three
Stunden
hours
u¨ber
across
einen
a
Berg
mountain
hinu¨ber
hin.prtc.u¨ber.prtc.
b. ein
a
Vogel
bird
u¨berflog
u¨ber.prfx.flew
in
in
drei
three
Stunden
hours
einen
a
Berg
mountain
c. #
a
ein
bird
Vogel
flew
flog
for
drei
three
Stunden
hours
lang
across
u¨ber
a
einen
mountain
Berg
hin.prtc.u¨ber.prtc.
hinu¨ber
d. ein
a
Vogel
bird
u¨berflog
u¨ber.prfx.flew
drei
for
Stunden
three
lang
hours
einen
a
Berg
mountain
e. ein
a
Vogel
bird
flog
flew
drei
for
Stunden
three
lang
hours
u¨ber
over
einen
a
Berg
mountain
f. ein
a
Vogel
bird
flog
flew
in
in
drei
three
Stunden
hours
u¨ber
over
einen
a
Berg
mountain
That the semantics of u¨ber einen Berg hinu¨berfliegen should be the same as that of einen
Berg u¨berfliegen can be explained on the assumption that the P-element
√
u¨ber makes the
same semantic contribution irrespective of its morpho-syntactic realisation — as preposi-
tion, prefix or particle. That hinu¨berfliegen has the across-reading also has to do with the
semantics of
√
hin — both as adverb and as morphological constituent (as, for instance,
in double-particles as hinu¨ber).
√
hin and
√
her are on the other hand demonstratives in
the sense that they refer to some contextually salient place. But in addition they carry a
directional component: the place must be interpretable as the endpoint of a motion, and
the motion should be salient in the context in which the particle appears. When hin- is
part of a motion verb, as it is in hinu¨berfliegen and other motion-particle-verbs with the
particle hinu¨ber, then this motion is always the motion described by the verb. Further-
more, I assume that when hin is part of a motion verb by virtue of being a constituent of
the verb’s (double-)particle, then hin refers to some (normally unspecific) place on the far
side of the reference object. In other words, a motion is an instance of u¨ber einen Berg
hinu¨berfliegen only when the goal, the referent of hin, is on the other side of the mountain
referred to in the PP. Given these contributions of fliegen and hin, all that is needed for
the P-element u¨ber to the semantics of hinu¨berfliegen is then that the motion is partial-
ly or wholly contained within the space above the mountain. On the assumptions made
above this eliminates the non-projective reading of u¨ber, since that reading requires that
the co-final segment of the motion be included within the region above the mountain. The
remaining option — u¨ber’s across-reading — correctly captures the interpretation of a
motion that passes the region above the mountain on the way to its other side.
This description may suggest that hinu¨berfliegen has the same meaning as u¨berfliegen.
But that isn’t quite true, as we noticed in connection with (57.c) and (57.d). (57.d) is quite
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unproblematically interpretable, and in fact not only with an iterative interpretation — as
involving an unspecified number of successive crossings from one side of the mountain to
the other — but also in the sense that the theme changes direction now and again, crossing
new transversal planes within the region above the mountain with new orientations. (57.c)
doesn’t allow for either of these interpretations. In particular, it definitely doesn’t have an
iterative interpretation. I take it that this has to do with the demonstrative character of hin.
Any interpretation of hin — when it is part of an occurrence of hinu¨berfliegen fixes one
particular crossing direction and that direction cannot be iterated at will; you have to first
fly back to the point from where you set off the first time, before you can repeat a crossing
in that direction. (We get a similar contrast between er sprang drei Stunden lang u¨ber
einen Zaun (he jumped for three hours over a fence) and the unacceptable * er sprang
drei Stunden lang u¨ber einen Zaun hinu¨ber.)
The semantics construction of double-particles does not present any serious new chal-
lenges. But the details are rather complex. Because of this complexity I will refrain from
presenting any parts of the semantics construction algorithm.
4.2 d(a)r: presupposed region
A structure akin to deictic elements hin and her are double-particles such as dru¨ber, to be
analysed as dar+u¨ber. I will not go into details of a syntactic comparison of these double
particles and those with hin and her– but just consider how the two types differ seman-
tically. The difference between dru¨ber and hinu¨ber is that the constituent dr lacks the
directional semantics of hin und her and functions as a demonstrative-anaphoric element
selecting locations, much like the English adverb here and there (or its German equival-
ents hier and da). Moreover in those cases where the verb occurs with a location PP in
which the preposition reduplicates the P-element in the particle, as in all examples in (58)
below then there is an obligatory resolution of dr to the denotation of the PP. (The na-
ture of this obligatory link is a topic for further investigation.) This applies both to the
occurrences of dr as part of the double-particles together with topological P-elements and
occurrences with projective P-elements. For topological double particles like drauf, dran,
etc. this is all that I have to say. (It implies that, for instance, ein Papier an die Wand
drankleben (s. (58.a)) means the same thing as ein Papier an eine Wand ankleben.)
(58) a. ein
a
Papier
paper
an
at
die
the
Wand
wall
drankleben
dar.prtc.at.prtc.glue
b. ein
a
Vogel
bird
flog
flew
u¨ber
over
einen
a
Berg
mountain
dru¨ber
da.prtc.u¨ber.prtc.
For ’projective double particles’ like dru¨ber the situation is different again, because there
is no particle verb ‘u¨berfliegen. The only comparison to be made here is with the prefix-
verb construction einen Berg u¨ber‘fliegen and with the double particle construction dis-
cussed in the last section, viz. u¨ber einen Berg hinu¨berfliegen. My impression is that u¨ber
einen Berg dru¨berfliegen does not exclude cases in which the flying never leaves the area
above the mountain, and that dru¨berfliegen is more like u¨berfliegen than it is like hinu¨ber-
fliegen. This is also what is predicted by what I have just said about the contribution
made by dr in dru¨berfliegen. But this is just a first perusal of double particles and a more
systematic investigation is clearly needed.
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4.2.1 special construction: den Berg hinauflaufen
Our last construction is a quite special one. Like the construction considered in sect. 4.1
it involves double-particles with hin, but the reference object is not realised as part of a
reduplicating PP but as a DP with accusative case. This construction type is extremely
restricted. (59.c — f.) provide felicitous examples, (59.g —i.) infelicitous ones.
(59) a. Ein
a
Mann
man
lief
walked
einen
a
Berg
mountain
hin‘auf
hin.deic.up.prtcl
’a man walked up a mountain’
b. Ein
a
Mann
man
lief
walked
einen
a
Berg
mountain
hin‘unter
hin.deic.down.prtcl
c. Ein
a
Mann
man
rannte
ran
einen
a
Tunnel
tunnel
hin‘durch
hin.deic.through.prtcl
d. ein
a
Mann
man
rannte
ran
eine
a
Straße
street
hin‘unter
hin.deic.unter.prtc
’a man ran down a street’
e. ein
a
Mann
man
stieg
went
eine
a
Treppe
staircase
/
/
Leiter
ladder
hin‘
hin.deic.unter.prtc
unter
/
/
hin.deic.up.prtc
hin‘ auf
’a man went up/down a staircase / ladder’
f. eine
a
Schnecke
snail
kroch
crawled
das
the
Dach
root
hinauf
hin.prtc.auf.prct.
g. * Ein
a
Mann
man
lief
ran
eine
a
Bru¨cke
brigde
hin‘unter
hin.prct.under.prtc
h. * Ein
a
Mann
man
rannte
ran
ein
a
Tor
gate
/
/
einen
a
Wald
forest
hin‘durch
hin.prct.through.prtc
i. * ein
a
Mann
man
stieg
climbed
ein
a
Pferd
horse
hin‘auf
hin.prct.up
/
/
hin‘unter
hin.prtc.under
There is a clear semantic difference between these constructions and the one in which the
reference object is realised as a PP with a particle reduplicating preposition. To drive the
point home consider the four phrases in (60).
(60) a. auf
on
den
the
Berg
mountain
hinaufsteigen
hin.up.climb
b. den
the
Berg
mountain
hinaufsteigen
hin.up.climb
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c. auf
on
den
the
Gipfel
top
hinaufsteigen
hin.up.climb
d. * den
the
Gipfel
top
hinaufsteigen
hin.up.climb
In (60.a) and (60.c) the mountain and the top of the mountain are the final locations
of the motions described. In (60.b) the direct object denotes the reference object on the
surface on which the path of the motion is located. And there is no requirement that the
top of the mountain is reached.(There may be some kind of pragmatic presumption that
the motion ends on the top of the mountain, but this is certainly not a necessary condition.
For the same reason (60.d) is strange. You cannot climb to the top of the mountain by
following a path on the top of the mountain. When you move to the top of the mountain,
you end up there, but you weren’t there when you started.
Here is a hypothesis about the difference between the constructions of this section,
such as (60.b), and the constructions of sect. 4.1, such as (60.a): As mentioned in sect.
4.1, hin has two meaning components, a demonstrative place reference and a directive
component, so that eventualities described with the help of hin must involve motion ele-
ments that end up at the location referred to by hin. The hypothesis is that the particle
constituent hin has the capacity to license one argument slot but that this argument can
either specify the goal or the path of the event described by such a particle verb. That the
realisation of this argument position takes the form a reduplicating PP when it expresses
the goal location appears to be of a piece with a range of similar cases some of which we
encountered at the very start of the paper, for instance, ein Papier an eine Wand ankleben.
I have offered no explanation of why such realisations take the form of PP reduplication
and I am in no better position to do that now. Let us accept it as an unexplained fact.
Even if we take this for granted, that still doesn’t give us a handle on the other fact
that needs explanation, viz. why it is that if the path component is realised by the argu-
ment that hin licenses, the realisation is in the form of an accusative DP. One thing seems
clear, though: this accusative cannot be a structurally licensed by voice, as the construc-
tion cannot be passivised: *der Berg wurde von Fritz hinaufgestiegen (the mountain was
’hinauf-climbed’ by Fritz) is ungrammatical. Unexplained is also a further constraint to
which the construction exemplified in (60) is subject. This is that the motion described
must be either upwards or downwards. This constraint manifests itself in the first place in
that only a very small number of P-elements are possible for it. In fact, to my knowled-
ge, there are just three: auf (up), ab (down) and unter (under). If we take it as given, that
hinauf, hinab, hinunter (and the three we get when we replace hin by her) are the only
ones, then it follows that the motion must be either up or down. (But of course this may
be turning the explanation on its head. There may be a story why the construction is re-
stricted to up- or down-motions, and that may then be the reason why only these hin- and
her- particles can occur in this construction.) It then also follows that the reference object
must have a surface on which there are paths that fit those direction constraints. That is,
the reference object must have a surface that deviates from the horizontal. Mountains,
stairs and ladders are particularly prominent examples of such objects, and for hin-path
specifying DPs that describe these kinds of objects the construction sounds as particularly
natural. DPs describing other kinds of objects can occur in this position too, but typically
this requires a greater effort on the part of the interpreter, since he has to make the ac-
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commodation that the reference object is positioned in such a way that some surface of it
includes a path that fits the requirements of the P-element.
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German de-nominal spatial prefix-verbs revisted∗
Antje Roßdeutscher (antje@ims.uni-stuttgart.de)
Institute for Natural Language Processing (IMS)
University of Stuttgart
1 Introduction
1.1 Aims of the paper
This paper deals with a small number of construction patterns for German verbs built
from spatial prefixes and nominal roots. The paper complements Roßdeutscher (2013)
which investigates the syntax semantics interface of verbs built from combinations of the
same spatial elements and manner roots. (Roßdeutscher (2013) considers verb phrases in
which the spatial elements – socalled ’P(prepositional)elements’ — manifest themselves
as verbal prefixes, as verbal particles or as prepositional phrases. But in the present paper
we will only consider prefixes.) The patterns we will look at are a test bed for theoretical
approaches to word formation in general and to the role of P-elements in word formation
in particular.
The analyses that have been proposed for the verbs on which I will focus reveal a
striking theoretical mismatch between approaches in the tradition of Hale and Keyser
(1997),Hale and Keyser (2002) and the Distributed Morphology (DM) camp (cf. Em-
bick and Marantz (2008), Harley (2005) on the one hand and general assumptions about
the syntax semantics interface of P-elements proposed by Svenonius (2003),Svenonius
(2007) who builds on Talmy (1975). The mismatch shows up with ’locatum verbs’ like
saddle, and equally with such verbs as undermine and underline. According to Hale and
Keyser the noun ’saddle’, terms of DM the ’root’
√
saddle incorporates into a ’silent verb’.
Similarly, there is assumed to be incorporation of both the ’P-root’
√
under and the
nominal roots
√
mine and
√
line for the prefix verbs undermine and underline. The un-
derlying structure prior to incorporation supposed to be as in (1).
(1)
vP


HH
HH
v PP


HH
HH
DP
a horse
a wall
P’
 HH
P
∅√
under
n
√
saddle√
mine
From the perspective of Svenonius a structure like (1) is unexpected. Svenonius (2007):77
assumes the following general principle:
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P never intruduces a figure complement
More explicitly, if a spatial P-element selects an argument at all, what it selects is always
the ground argument of the figure-ground relation contributed by its semantics, never
the figure. (According to Svenonius’ Split-P Hypothesis, syntactic P-domains can either
contain both a ’P’-level (with ’P’ pronounced ’big P’) and a p-level (with p pronounced
’little p’), or only a P-level. When a p-projection is present, then the p-head enables the
P-head below it to assign case to the ground DP that is governed by it. If the p-level is
absent, then (Big)P cannot assign case to its DP, which forces the DP to move so that it can
get case elsewhere. DPs playing the part of figure arguments are introduced as specifiers
of p.
Roßdeutscher (2013) argues that the structures of prefix verbs lack a p-layer and that for
this reason the root or roots belonging to the P-domain are forced to move. But when
applied to the prefix verbs of the present paper this proposal follows Hale and Keyser in
that the nominal roots of verbs like undermine and underline are contributing the figure
of the figure ground relation expressed by the verb.1.
The analysis I will propose for prefix verbs with spatial prefixes and nominal roots sheds
some light on the apparent conflict between Svenonius’ principle and structures like that
in (1). According to this proposal the syntactic structure of such prefix verbs involves two
P-layers. In (2.a) the higher of the two P-heads has the same semantic function as the
silent P-head of the structure for the verb saddle in (1) and also of the non-spatial prefix
be- in a verb like bestuhlen, Roßdeutscher and Kamp (2010), as shown in (2.b).
(2)
a. b.
vP


HH
HH
v


HH
HH
DP
a wall 

HH
H
P
∅ 
 HH
H
P
√
under
n
√
mine
vP


HH
HH
v


HH
HH
DP
einen Saal 
 HH
P
√
be
n
√
stuhl
I will argue below that be- verbs only have the higher of the two P-layers displayed in
(2.a). In all the three cases mentioned – saddle, underline and bestuhlen – the semantic
contribution of the upper P-head they share is to attribute a relation of functional relevance
of the figure (contributed by the nominal root) to the ground argument. Thus in saddle a
horse the saddle is on the horse, making the horse fit to be ridden – the horse now ’has’ a
saddle;einen Saal bestuhlen (’to outfit a hall with seats’) is to make the hall ’have’ seats,
so that it can now serve its function as lecture hall, concert hall or whatever; to underline
a word is to place a line underneath the word so that it is now singled out as underlined.
In each of these three cases it is this functional relation that determines the thematic roles
1The matter is different for particle verbs. These do obey Svenonius’ principle that DPs originating
within the P-domain contribute the ground. For details see Roßdeutscher (2013)
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of the arguments involved, and these are not – or at least not primarily – the roles of figure
and ground in a spatial configuration. That is also true for the last example, even if under-
does contribute a spatial relation as well. (The line whose drawing underline describes
must be below the word!) All these cases can thus be seen as compatible with Svenonius’
principle after all, since the contributions made by their nominal roots are not figures of a
genuine spatial figure-ground-relation. (At best they are figures in a secondary sense.)
The second aim of the paper concerns the methodological details of the semantic con-
tribution of the prefixes in the formal compositional reconstruction of the meaning of
prefix verbs with regard to the semantic contribution of the prefix. As demonstrated in
Roßdeutscher (2013) the contributions of P-elements are ambiguous when they function
as the head of a prepositinal phrase. E.g. u¨ber einen Berg fliegen either means ’to fly across
a mountain’, or ’to enter the region above the mountain, flying’. The former contributions
of is also found in einen Fluss u¨berbru¨cken (to build a bridge across a river) whereas the
second is found in ein Haus u¨berdachen (to provide a house with a roof). This indicates
that de-nominal prefix verbs like u¨berbru¨cken and u¨berdachen share semantic and syntac-
tic structure with prefix-verbs formed from manner of motion roots and/or contributions
of verbs with prepositional phrases.
This apparent structure sharing is a challenge for the systematic reconstruction of the
meaning of the verbs. The reconstruction I will propose is implemented in a framework
that combines word-syntactic principles inspired by DM with Discourse Representation
Theory (DRT) (cf. Kamp and Reyle (1993), Kamp et al. (2011)). The current framework
was used in (cf. Roßdeutscher and Kamp (2010), Roßdeutscher (appear), Roßdeutscher
(2013)). Its core consists of DRT-based interpretation procedures. In what follows such
rules will be used to compositionally derive the semantics of the prefix verb from the
semantics of its roots and heads. The proposal I will make involves a fairly complex se-
mantics, in which often a considerable number of steps are needed to obtain the semantics
of the verb from the semantics of its smallest components. Finely articulated structures
are needed to guide these semantic compositions. So the structures postulated below will
be a good deal more complex than the structures in (1) and (2).
1.2 introductory examples
In the following list I present one example for each of the patterns considered in this
paper.
(3) a. einen
a
Fluss
river
u¨ber‘bru¨cken
over.prfx.bridge.v
’to built a bridge over a river’
b. eine
a
Straße
street
unter‘tunneln
under.prfx.tunnel.v
/
/
ein
a
Wort
word
unter‘streichen
under.prfx.line.v
’to build a tunnel through under a street’ / ’to underline a word’
c. Unglaublich:
Incredible:
Everest
Everest
soll
shall be
durch‘tunnelt
through.prfx.tunnel.v
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werden.
’Incredible: They want to build a tunnel through Mount Everest’
d. eine
a
Tu¨r
door
ver‘riegeln
ver.prfx.bold.v
/
/
ver‘sperren
ver.prfx.bar.v
’bolt a door (by sliding the bolt into the locked position)’
e. das
the
Außenmauerwerk
outer
wurde
wall
neu
was
[...]
newly
hinter‘mauert
[...]
und
behind.prfx.wall.v
wa¨rmeisoliert
and warm.insulated
’a wall was built behind the outer wall, which was also provided with new heat
isolation’
f. ein
a
Kabel
cable
um‘manteln
um.prfx.coat.v
’provide a cable with a protective caring’
(3.a -.f) instantiate a productive pattern in German. Evidence for productivity comes
from neologisms as in (3.c) from an internet ’trekking forum’. The pattern looks very
simple: The prefix contributes a directional prepositional element. The P-elements that
show up as prefixes in the pattern are identical with those that form prefix-verbs with
change of location and change of position verbs, described in Roßdeutscher (2013). The
second easily identifiable element in these examples is a nominal root that introduces a
physical object or spatial region. The formation of verbs from these nominal roots fol-
lows the bi-eventive pattern described in Roßdeutscher and Kamp (2010) as that which
licenses the formation of ung-nominalisations. (Note that all verbs in (3.a —.f) have cor-
responding ung-nouns: U¨berbru¨ckung, Untertunnelung, Durchtunnelung, Verriegelung ,
Hintermauerung, Ummantelung.) )2. The formation pattern in (3) is productive, but re-
stricted to sortal roots with particular semantic properties. The entities contributed by the
nominal root must be interpretable as standing to the verb’s subject in a spatial relation
that is compatible with the semantics of the prefix. This is a quite strong constraint which
excludes the vast majority of nominal roots as word mates for these prefixes. Among these
are in the first place roots for abstract entities like for instance
√
acht and
√
ehr which can
be made into verbs without overt prefix or particle — achten and ehren (both meaning to
honour) — but which also occur in verbs with the prefix be-. In fact, be- can also combine
with many nominal roots for concrete entities that cannot be combined with the prefixes in
(3). Examples are behausen (from
√
haus (house)); beladen (from
√
lad (load)), belasten
(from
√
last (burden)). This difference in compatibility between be- pre-fixations and the
contribution of be- in (3) indicates a difference in their semantics. Indeed, I now believe
that the semantics of be- is not related to ’figure’ and ’ground’ in the way the prefixes in
(3) are. Rather, the contribution of be- is to the effect that the entity of the kind described
2In the same contribution to the forum there is also an occurrence of the corresponding ung-noun.
(4) Unglaublich: Everest soll durchtunnelt werden!
Unglaublich: Chinesische Stellen planen die Durchtunnelung des Everestmassivs! (Quelle: chine-
sische Nachrichtenagetur Xinhua)
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by the nominal root of the be-verb is made available to the ’ground’ (which is expressed
by the verb’s direct object) so that the ground ’has’ these entities as a result of the action
that the be-verb describes. For instance, be-verbs can usually be paraphrased reasonably
well as ’x (the agent) provides z (the ground) with y (the entity or entities described by
the nominal root). Thus beladen means that the direct object (typically a wagon, truck or
something of the sort) gets provided with a load, behausen that the direct object (typically
one or more persons) gets provided with a house, etc. In order that the relation between
y and z that is described by a be-verb obtains, it is often required that y be near z and
thus that the action described by the verb implies that x brings y to z, or in the immediate
reach or vicinity of z. But as be- functions in contemporary German, this seems to be no
more than a defeasible, non-grammatised inference. When the entity contributed by the
nominal root is something abstract, as in beraten (advice) (from
√
rat (advise)) it is true
that as a result of the event described by the verb, the direct object (the one to whom ad-
vice has been given) ’has’ the advice given to him. But it makes no sense to interpret this
relation between the direct object and the advice as one involving spatial proximity in any
geometrical sense. Another example is beschimpfen (to grumble about someone, express
one’s anger or complain about the way he behaves or the things he has done), from the
nominal root
√
schimpf (with a meaning that is closely related to that of the verb but the
corresponding noun is no longer part of comtemporary German). beschimpfen can be used
to say harsh things about someone even in his absence. The sense in which ’schimpf’ is
thereby ’brought to’ or ’near’ the direct object seems even more remote. Another telling
example is betiteln. betiteln (from
√
titel (title)) can take as direct object anything that can
be named in one way or other — betiteln is thus simply used to refer to acts in which the
chosen title is used to characterise the given thing. In contrast, in the verbs u¨bertiteln and
untertiteln the written words that make up the title are placed over or beneath the direct
object (which typically is a text, a picture or a diagram). Here the spatial relation between
figure and ground is an essential part of the meaning of the verb; with betiteln it is not.
These examples show that because of its less specific semantics be- can be combined
with entity roots that are not available with prefix-verbs with the prefixes in (3).
1.2.1 be-verbs corresponding to prefix verbs
Interestingly, if a nominal root is accepted by one of the prefixes in (3) then as a rule
that root will be accepted in a be-construction as well; a search in the internet has con-
firmed this. Many of these be- formations are formed on the fly and weren’t listed in a
German dictionary like DUDEN. Besides familiar forms such as bekleiden (dress) with
the corresponding spatial prefix-verb verkleiden (to cover the front of sth.) and u¨berklei-
den (to cover the surface of sth.), bedecken (cover), corresponding to u¨berdecken (cover a
surface), speakers frequently produce new be-predicates that correspond to spatial prefix
verbs that are already established lexical items. As things stand, this is only a first im-
pression which still needs quantitative verification. In (5) I present a few examples so that
the reader can get an impression of the be-verbs that speakers will create to fill a lexical
gap.
(5) a. Doppelt
double
bebru¨ckt
be.prfx.bridge.v
ha¨lt
lives
besser!
better
’double-bridged lives better’.
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b. Stuttgart
Stuttgart
darf
may
gar nicht
no
mehr
more
betunnelt
be.prfx.tunnel.v
werden
become
’Stuttgart may not be subject to any more tunnelling’3
c. die
the
besperrte
be.prfx.lock.
Freilaufeinrichtung
free-wheeling-device
wird
unlocked
entriegelt
become
’the idling device, which has been blocked, is going to be unblocked’. 4
d. Ehemals
Ago
hieß
named
der
the
Ort
place
Passumena
Passumena
und
and
war
was
bemauert,
be.prfx.wall.ed
’In the past the place was named Passumena and had a wall’5
e. Ra¨der
wheels
vorne
front
20
20
Zoll
inch
bemantelt
be.prfx.coat.v
’front wheels supplied with 20 inch wheel covers’6
(5.a) is the caption of a picture showing two bridges that cross a tiny river in close proxi-
mity.7. (5.b) is from an internet forum on the much discussed project Stuttgart 21, which
will require the digging of many, mostly long tunnels underneath greater Stuttgart. (5.c)
is from a patent description, and (5.d) from a guidebook. (5.e) are technical details of the
wheels of a bike. I have chosen examples close to those in (3), but there are of course many
others, some of them more common and also with a more straightforward interpretation.
Also, the differences between be -constructions and the directional prefix-constructions
aren’t always so clear as in betunneln as opposed to untertunneln (cf. fn 3).
1.2.2 have-relation plus spatial relation isn’t sufficient for verb formation with directio-
nal prefixes
The prefix verbs corresponding to the be-verbs above might suggest that all that is requi-
red for the justification of a prefix verb is that its nominal root must allow for standing
3 The full context is Ansonsten wa¨re jedwelche Investition in topographisch ungu¨nstigen Gebieten nie-
mals zu rechtfertigen, in der Folge du¨rfte Stuttgart gar nicht mehr betunnelt werden (No projects in topo-
graphically in-favourable regions (such as Stuttgart [A.R]) could be justified and as a consequence Stuttgart
should not get any more tunnels). I speculate that the speaker avoids untertunneln because that formation
would have an interpretation where the city of Stuttgart would have tunnels going through Stuttgart from
one end to the other. There aren’t any tunnels of that kind in Stuttgart. The speaker wants to make the point
that any additional bit of tunnelling is a dangerous thing because of Stuttgart’s unfavourable topography.
4The full context: ”Dies gewa¨hrleistet, dass der zuna¨chst gesperrte Freilauf bzw. die besperrte Freilauf-
einrichtung entriegelt wird. (This makes sure that the blocked freewheel or the blocked freewheel advice
becomes deblocked.)
5Ehemals hieß der Ort Passumena und war bemauert,die Mauern aber sind 509 eingerissen worden
(the walls were dismantled in 509). The speaker probably doesn’t want to commit himself to the inference
that the wall surrounded the place, thus he avoids um‘mauern (to provide the place with a wall around).
6...mit Toptouring 2000 reflex 20 x 1 3/8 (with a cover named ’Toptouring 2000 reflex’). Here as well,
choosing the term ummanteln would be misleading because it is the inner tube that has the cover.
7The writer alludes to the German proverb Doppelt gena¨ht ha¨lt besser (double-stitched lives longer).
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to the ground argument in some spatial relation described by the prefix. Up to a point
this is right: If the relation expressed by the prefix is one in which the entity denoted by
the nominal root just cannot stand to the ground object (be that for semantic reasons or a
physical impossibility) then a prefix verb combining the prefix with this nominal root is
incoherent. Thus, for instance, #u¨bertunneln and #u¨berkellern are excluded, and for the
same reason that makes ein Keller u¨ber dem Haus (a cellar over the house) or ein Tunnel
u¨ber der / die Straße (a tunnel across the street) infelicitous. But this is not all. Stricter
constraints must be fulfilled for the prefix-constructions to be acceptable than the mere
fact that figure and ground can stand in the relation contributed by the prefix. Prefix verbs
with the spatial prefixes aren’t well-formed unless the entity roots also answer to certain
functional requirements. These requirements are connected with the spatial relations ex-
pressed by the prefixes; but they cannot be entailments of these spatial relations, because
they are not present when the P-element expressing the spatial relation manifests itself
not as a prefix, but as a preposition. For an example consider the P-elements unter (under,
beneath) and u¨ber (over, above). Both the prepositional phrases Stu¨hle unter einem Tisch
(chairs under a table) and Stu¨tzen unter einem Tisch (pillars under a table) are perfect, but
*einen Tisch unterstuhlen is not acceptable while einen Tisch unterstu¨tzen is good, and
so is, albeit somewhat marginally einen Tisch untersa¨ulen (place pedestals underneath a
table). The differences that the entities contributed by
√
stu¨tz(e) or
√
sa¨ul(e) are naturally
understood as serving as support of the table, once they have been put in position during
an action of the kind described by the unter-verbs built from these roots. But chairs, the
entities contributed by
√
stuhl are normally not used for this purpose and in particular,
the placing of chairs under a table in the way we normally think of when we encounter
Stu¨hle unter dem Tisch can not be described by means of unterstuhlen, since in such a
situation the chairs don’t support the table.8 It is worth noting that this functional relation
of support, which appears to be associated with the prefix unter- in a way that is largely
conventionalised, is different from the functional relation that is contributed by be- in the
verb bestuhlen. Einen Tisch bestuhlen means — consistently with what I already said —
that the table is provided with chairs, for instance when four chairs are purchased that
match the given table. There is no need here for the he chairs to physically support the
table, in fact, that is what they are not supposed to be doing. (N.B. Occurrences of the
be- verb corresponding to unterstu¨tzen, viz. bestu¨tzen are hard to come by but they are
attested. An example is die Wirbelsa¨ule bestu¨tzen (to provide support to the spine). The
phrase stems from a product description of a bra for breastfeeding mothers. Presumably,
the prefix be- is chosen here, because the bra isn’t under the spine but nevertheless sup-
ports it.) The functional relation of support that is associated with unter — is reminiscent
of the claims that have been made by Talmy and others about the role of force dynamics in
natural language semantics: support, the relation that holds between a and b if a prevents
b from falling or collapsing, is a force dynamic relation par excellence. Other examples of
force-dynamic functional relations associated with unter are ein Fundament untermauern
(to build a wall under a fundament), untersa¨ulen (from Sa¨ule, pillar) which expresses the
same support-relation . The functional relation associated with unter isn’t always support,
8Generalising from these examples we may speculate that einen Tisch unterstuhlen would be felicitous
if the chairs would support the table. Speculating further, einen Patienten unterstuhlen (to provide a patient
with a chair under her) could be formed on the fly in order express that the chair carries the patient). Other
German speakers share my intuition.
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however. untergraben from
√
unter and
√
grab (dug hole) and unterho¨hlen from
√
hole
(hole) are different in that the figure that is placed underneath the ground object serves to
de-stabelise it, and not to stable it — putting the figure in place amounts to removing sup-
porting material. Yet another case is unterkellern (from
√
unter and
√
keller (cellar)). Ein
Haus unterkellern (to put a cellar underneath a house) is justified neither by a support nor
by an anti-support relation between cellar and house. Rather, the justification here is that
houses are often equipped with cellars, just as they bathrooms, bedrooms etc. Here the
functional relation seems to be just that which I said to be generally associated with be-.
That the prefix verb here is unterkellern and not just bekellern must be connected with
fact that it is part of the meaning of Keller / cellar that its denotes a region underneath that
which ’has’ it (and gets it as the result of the action described by the verb.)(bekellern is
attested in the internet too, speaking of a vineyard getting a cellar.)
Exactly what the repertoire of functional relations is that justifies prefix verbs with
spatial prefixes I do not quite know at this point. But we have already seen that not ever-
ything goes: sometimes there is a be- verb that describes events in which the figure does
end up in a spatial relation to the ground object that is compatible with the semantics of
the spatial prefix verb is not acceptable. Einen Tisch unterstuhlen was one example. Ano-
ther one is the impossible unterwo¨lken. A perfect and quite standard way of saying that
the sky is clouding over is der Himmel bewo¨lkt sich. Intuitively one would say that what
happens when the sky becomes clouded is that clouds — the entities introduced by the
root
√
wolk(e) — are formed in a position below the sky. But of course they don’t support
the sky, nor do they undermine its support (the sky neither needs nor has support). Other
kinds of functional relations could be imagined, for instance that the clouds obscure the
sky. But apparently that is not a relation that can serve as the functional component of the
contribution of unter-. That the sky has clouds as a result of its clouding over isn’t good
enough either, while it is good enough for be-.9 10.
Prefix verbs with u¨ber (over, above) are well-formed, if the spatial relation between
the nominal root and the ground-argument contributed by u¨ber can be understood as a
relation of protection. Consider u¨berdachen (from Dach (roof)), u¨berdecken (from Decke
9An issue I have set aside in this discussion has to do with the thematic roles of the arguments of
these verbs and their realisations. I have described the verbs as action verb, with the agent realised as
subject, the ground argument realised a direct object and an optional mit-PP (mit = with) to iterate the figure
(as in den Fluss mit einer Stahlkonstruktion u¨berbru¨cken (to bridge the river with a construction out of
steel). But many such verbs allow for a use as in eine Stahlkonstuktion u¨berbru¨ckt hier den Fluss (here a
construction out of steel bridges the river). Some of the verbs seem to occur only in one of these versions.
Thus bewo¨lken seems not attested as an action verb. But which versions of a given prefix verb do or could
occur is orthogonal to the present discussion and I will continue to ignore it.
10This a point to hint at a face value exception, the verb jemanden unterjochen (to suppress someone, lit:
to force s.o. under a harness). The verb seems to be a counter example, because the victum goes under the
reference object, that is denoted by Joch. This would be counter the formation rule according to which the
denotation of the incorporated noun goes under the direct object’s denotation. (A Joch is part of a harness).
But Grimm and Grimm (2007) resolve the puzzle, revealing that it is an artificial word, which has a ’real’
counterpart where joch contributes a supporter, just as we would expect.
unterjochen: bleibt bis ins 18. jahrh. selten, ein literaturwort, das weder die sinnliche be-
deutung entwickelt noch in echte mundart dringt (schweizerisches underjochen heißt eine
bru¨cke mit jochen versehen, stu¨tzen [...]); erst in der 2. ha¨lfte des 18. jahrh.s wird es der
allgemeinen schriftsprache einverleibt.
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(cover)), u¨berglasen (from Glas (glass)) each of which describes actions in which the
figure a is placed onto the ground object b in such a way that a provides a protecting cover
of b. For instance ein Haus u¨berdachen (to provide a house with a roof) is an action that
results in the figure (the roof) being on the house and protecting it from the elements. In
eine Uhr u¨berglasen (to provide a clock with a lid) the clock ends up with a protecting
cover of glass. With other u¨ber prefix verbs the nominal root doesn’t contribute a single
entity (a roof or plate of glass) but with some unspecified quantity of stuff or things.
Examples are u¨bermoosen (become covered with moss) or einen Platz u¨berpflastern (to
pave a square / to put pavement on it). The verb u¨berpflastern competes in German with
both bepflastern and pflastern.
Another instructive example of an impossible (use of an) u¨ber-verb is that of u¨ber-
spiegeln in ein Waschbecken u¨berspiegeln (lit: ’a washbasin over.mirror’); You cannot use
ein Waschbecken u¨berspiegeln to describe the act of putting up a mirror above the wash-
basin; and that notwithstanding that washbasins with mirrors are the norm rather than the
exception. You cannot use the phrase because the function of the mirror is not conceived
as systematically connected with the washbasin in the right way; and this means that you
cannot think of the washbasin as ’having a mirror’. (’This washbasin doesn’t have a mir-
ror’ is also an odd thing to say.) (N.B. According to my own intuitions ein Waschbecken
u¨berspiegeln could be used to describe a rather unusual act of covering the basin with a
reflecting coat, a gimmick that luckily hasn’t become a standard of fancy internal decora-
ting.) A further example is ver-, a reduced form of vor- (in front of) (cf. Zeller (2001)). A
use of ver- that fits of what we have just seen for u¨ber-verbs is formed in ein Lithographie
verglasen. This means mount a plate of glass in front of a lithography (so as to protect
it). Other uses of verglasen fit this description in spirit if not if not quite so literally. ein
Fenster verglasen (ein Fenster = a window) describes the act of mounting a pane of glass
in a window frame. Here the glass pane is placed in front of the open space within the
frame, so that it protects what is behind the window. ver- can also be combined with the
root
√
spiegel to yield the verb verspiegeln, as we find it, for instance in eine Sonnenbrille
verspiegeln (lit: ’a pair of sunglasses ’ver’-’mirror’.For a final example consider hinter.
Recall the occurrence of hintermauern in (3.e). Here too we have a spatial relation bet-
ween figure and ground — between the new wall and the old wall — but here too that
isn’t the whole story. The new wall is put up behind the old one in order to stabilise it and
to install a new layer of isolation.
The picture that has emerged from this discussions is that both be-verbs and spatial
prefix verbs we have considered — all of which are built from nominal roots — have what
I have called a ’functional’ dimension to their meaning. In the case of be-verbs the range
of functional relations seems a very broad one, and for all I can tell it is the same range
of ’application relations’ that we also find with ’light have’ constructions and ’applicative
datives’ (cf. ’low applicative’ in Pylkka¨nen (2007)). With the spatial prefix verbs the range
of possible functional relations is much more restricted, and dependent on the spatial
semantics of the respective prefixes. The general tenor here seems to be that — to use a
phrase that I already displayed a couple of times in the discussion above — the spatial
relation contributed by the prefix must allow for a functional relation given what sort of
entities are the figure and the ground. But as we saw in particular in connection with unter-
, the functional relation can vary, as a function of the figure-ground combination at issue.
But what is the range of functional options for a given combination of (a) spatial prefix,
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(b) kind of figure and (e) kind of ground object? It isn’t even clear from the discussion
above that when such a combination yields an admissible phrase consisting of prefix-
verb and direct object, the functional relation is uniquely determined. (There is no reason
why this should be so in general, but I have no persuasive examples to show this.) But
whatever the functional relations may be that are converged by the acceptable uses of the
spatial prefix verbs, it seems generally true that a functional relation is essential since
such functional relations are not conceived as ’figure-ground’ relations, this may give us
an explanation of the apparent conflicts between the ’figure’ role of the nominal roots of
the prefix verbs of this paper and Svenonius’ principle that (spatial) Ps never introduce
figure complements (cf. p. 59). As one of the forms of a functional relation the entity
contributed by the nominal root isn’t really a ’figure’ in the strict sense of figure-ground-
relations. Therefore verbs with spatial prefixes and nominal roots aren’t counterexamples
to the principle, at least not in any straightforward sense.
1.3 structure sharing between de-nominal prefix-verbs and prefix-verbs with man-
ner of motion roots
The semantic contributions that the prefixes in (3) make to the sentences in (3) are of a
quite special sort. In some cases (3.a — .d) the prefix asserts that a line segment asso-
ciated with the entity contributed by the nominal root must intersect a line segment or
face contributed by the direct object, which functions as the ground argument. (Faces are
convex parts of planes.) In other cases (e.g. (3.f) and (3.b)) the face or line segment that
is contributed by the root must be parallel to the segment or face supported by the ground
argument.
In the analyses of the verbs considered in this paper I will (as I did in Roßdeutscher
(2013)) assume that their semantics can be analysed within the setting of a quite sim-
ple geometry, first proposed under the name of Primary Perceptual Space (PPS) in Lang
(1989) and elaborated in the form in which I will use it here in Kamp and Roßdeutscher
(2005). Crucial to PPS is that all geometrical subspaces are oriented along three ortho-
gonal axes. That means that lines and line segments must all be aligned with one of the
three axes one of which is vertical and the other two horizontal; planes must be spanned
by two of the three axes one of which is vertical and the other horizontal; furthermore a
line segment and a plane (or face) will always be either parallel or perpendicular, and so
on; a bounded volume is bounded by six perpendicular planes, etc.
The assumption that the spatial contribution of the prefix is representable as within
this limited geometrical framework imposes certain constraints on the entities contributed
by the nominal root: it must be an entity that can be conceived as having the geometrical
shape of a line segment or of a face, or of a bounded volume. The roots occurring in (3) —√
brick,
√
tunnel,
√
riegel,
√
sperre,
√
mauer — satisfy this restriction. Their instances are
aligned with one main orientation. This main orientation must cross the face associated
with the ground object, and — this is a consequence of our assumption of PPS — the
two must cross perpendicularly. Thus we naturally think of a bridge as a one-dimensional
object that crosses whatever it bridges (a river, channel, motorway or whatever) at right
angles; likewise for tunnels. The only difference is that it is part of our conception of a
bridge that it goes over the two sides of which it connects, and part of the concept of a
tunnel that it goes underneath (which is why #unterbru¨cken and #u¨bertunneln are weird,
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whereas u¨berbru¨cken and untertunneln are fine). I claim that the contribution of ver- in
versperren and hinter- in hintermauern must also be reconstructed in this manner. The
bolt that is slid in locked position crosses a face that is perpendicular to the plane of the
window or door, that it protects from opening. And in the example with hintermauern the
new wall that gets created crosses a face that is perpendicular to the inner wall and points
outward from it.
On the assumption that all the crossings assumed in the analyses of these verb phrases
in (3) can be understood as orthogonal, the claim that the prefix verbs occurring in these
phrases an be carried out within PPS comes to this: for each situation that such a phrase
can be used to describe it is possible to chose an orthogonal axis system in such a way
that all the line segments and/or faces relevant to the semantic analysis of the phrase are
aligned with one or a pair of the axes of the chosen system.11
These analyses of the examples in (3) make their semantics very close to those propo-
sed for prefix-verbs with the same prefixes but manner of motion roots in Roßdeutscher
(2013). Consider the parallel examples in (6).
(6) a. einen
a
Fluss
river
u¨ber‘fliegen
over.prfx.fly
’to fly across a river’
b. eine
a
Bru¨cke
bridge
unter‘fahren
under.prfx.sail
’to pass under a bridge’
c. einen
a
Tunnel
tunnel
durch‘fahren
through.prfx.drive
to pass through a tunnel
d. eine
a
Tu¨r
door
ver‘stellen
front.prfx.position
’to block a door’
e. einen
an
Spieler
player
hinter‘laufen
behind.prfx.run
’to pass behind a player/
f. eine
a
Baustelle
construction site
um‘fahren
around.prfx.drive
drive around, avoid a construction site
The path of the bird’s flight across the river in (6.a) corresponds to the length of the bridge
in (3.a); the path of the ship passing the bridge in (6.b) corresponds to the tunnel in (3.b)
connecting the two sides of the street; the path of the motion from one end to the other
11This of course only applies to those cases of prefix verbs in which the prefix is interpreted as con-
tributing a literal spatial relation. For many cases of prefix-verbs in question this is not so. One example:
u¨berwachen (keeps tabs on) from
√
wach(e) (watch). When you keep tab on a person there is no spatial
figure-ground relation between the watch to which the ground object is being subjected, (a person that has
raised the suspicion of the security services, say). To such cases the analyses in this paper aren’t applicable
in any direct way.
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end of the tunnel in (6.c) corresponds to the tunnel in (3.c). The verb verstellen is used
to describe events in which something or things are put in front of the ground argument
(here the door) that blocks it (so it cannot be opened). More concretely, a suitcases may
be put in front of the door so as to form a barrier that prevent people from going through
it, just as the bolt contributed by
√
riegel in (3.d) functions as a barrier that prevents
opening the door when the door is bolted. In (6.e) the path of the soccer-payer who passes
behind another player corresponds to the length of the newly constructed wall in (3.e).
The analogy between (6.f) and (3.f) is obvious. In short: What plays the role of the path
of the moving (or moved) figure in the motion describing prefix-verbs in (6) corresponds
to a dimension of the entity denoted by the sortal root in the denominal verbs of (3). In
both (6) and in (3) the direct object is the ground argument in a figure-ground-relation.
There are differences of course. The actions described by the phrases in (3) bring about
changes in the state of the ground argument — the river has now been provided with a
bridge, etc. The event described by the phrases in (6) do not bring about such changes. If
there is any entity for which the event results in a change, it is the ’theme of the motion’,
i.e. the unmentioned subject of the phrases in (6), whatever flies across the river in (6.a),
etc. .
1.3.1 summary of our observations about the prefix verbs in (3)
(i) The entity contributed by the nominal root must admit a geometrical interpretation in
Primary Perceptual Space which is compatible with the semantic requirements imposed
by the prefix.
(ii) Likewise the direct object must make it possible to associate with it a face in the sense
of PPS,
(iii) The event described by the verb results in a geometrical relation between the first and
the second entity. This relation consists in that the ’length’ of the first entity perpendicu-
larly crossing the face associated with the second.
(iv) This geometrical relation must allow for a functional relation between the two enti-
ties. The functionality must, by virtue of the geometrical relation to the second, be capable
of playing a certain role in relation to the ways in which the second entity ’functions’ (or
is meant to function). In what follows I will set these functional relations aside as they are
hard to identify in any systematic way and also because the formal tools for representing
these functional relations are not yet properly in place.
2 Former analyses
2.1 earlier solutions within word-syntactic accounts
In Roßdeutscher (2011) I followed Hale and Keyser (2002)’s syntactic representation of
location verbs like corall a horse, as proposed in the first row in (7), below, and also for
locatum verb like saddle a horse or paint a wall (as proposed in the second row in (7) from
Harley (2005)). Harley (2005) sees no difference in the syntactic representation between
locatum and location verbs in her proposal (7) for both location and locatum verbs.
(7) Bill painted the wall.
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vP




HH
HH
HH
H
DP
Bill
v’



HH
HH
HH
v+P+corall
v+P+paint
SC



HH
HH
H
DP
the horse
the wall
PP


HH
HH
<P+corall>
<P+ paint>
√
P
√
<corall>
<paint>
My syntactic analysis for the verb-phrase ein Haus unterkellern in Roßdeutscher
(2011) had been much like (8) below, of the form, I speculate, that a representation of
Engl. Bill undermined a wall would take in Harleys’s account. The two verb phrases un-
dermine a wall and ein Haus unterkellern have the same underlying syntactic structure.
Whether Harley would follow this suggestion I cannot say.
(8) Bill undermined the wall
vP




HH
HH
HH
H
DP
Bill
v’



HH
HH
HH
v+P+under+mine
v+P+unter+keller
SC



HH
HH
H
DP
the wall
the house
PP


HH
HH
<P+under+mine>
<P+unter+keller>
√
P
√
<mine>
<keller>
Note that the structure at the syntax-semantics-interface of unterkellern cannot be
entirely like that of saddle a horse in (1) since the P-head houses the prefix. However, I
do not see any structural constraints that prevent from attaching the nominal root to the
prefix at P.12
12Another analysis for formations with prefix and nominal roots has been presented by Mateu (2008) for
(9): he assumes that the prefix ver- is attached to P after the nominal root has incorporated into v. This,
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Within word-syntactic traditions Head Movement is a well-established principle (cf.
Baker (1988), Embick and Marantz (2008), Embick and Noyer (2001), Harley (2005),
etc.) As in earlier work I follow this tradition, but adjustments are necessary.
The word-syntactic analysis of prefix-verbs along the lines of (8) are encouraged
by Hale and Keyser (2002) and are also motivated by syntactic constraints on head-
movement Baker (1988). Since the nominal root incorporates, it has to be represented
in the argument position of a prepositional head. Representing the nominal root in specP
is no option, because it would not allow its movement to the governing P head (and from
there jointly with the P-head to the verbal head).
Harley rejects a distinction that Hale and Keyser make between P in the formation of
locatum verbs and P in the formation of location verbs. The difference, she claims, is not a
matter of grammar, but a matter of encyclopaedic knowledge. Hale and Keyser (1997):36
had claimed:
”[...] The abstract P of locatum verbs is the preposition of ’central coinci-
dence’. Generally the thematic relations involved here are essentially those
of ’possession’, whether concrete or abstract, permanent or temporary; the
complement of P corresponds to the entity ’possessed’; while the specifier, or
inner subject, corresponds to the ”possessor”.
Notwithstanding Harley’s rejection of grammatical relevance of this difference there are
two observations that speak in favour of its grammatical relevance, the first concerns the
licensing power of the P-heads. The P-heads of locatum verbs license mit-phrases, those
of location verbs topological PPs. Even more telling is the evidence for syntactic diffe-
rences that is presented in Kiparsky (1997). Kiparsky points to a difference in Finish case
assignment for prepositional location phrases as opposed to PPs in contexts of generali-
sed possession. Prepositions in locatum contexts assign ’inessive’ case to their argument
while prepositions in location contexts assign ’adessive’ case; compare (10)
however, deviates from the widespread conviction that syntactic and semantic structure are constructed
bottom up.
(9) das Stadtviertel verslumt (immer mehr)
V




HH
HH
HH
H
d. Stadtviertel V



HH
HH
H
V
{ver}slum-en
P


HH
H
P
{ver}
P
 HH
P N
Moreover, from a semantics point of view ver- selects the nominal head slum following the productive
pattern versteinern (from ver and
√
stein (stone), verholzen (from
√
holz (wood)), vergreisen (from
√
greis
(old man)), etc. that can be roughly described as ”the direct object becomes more and more like something
that insntantiates the predicate expressed by the nominal root”. Thus verslumen means become more and
more like a slum. This fact of the semantics of the ver-verbs suggests an analysis with an empty verbal
kernel in which ver- selects the noun ’slum’ is appropriate; this internal predicative relation isn’t visible in
(9).
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(10) a. Matti
Matti
on
is
lattialla
floor-Adess
’Mati is on (lit. ’at’) the floor’
b. Matti-lla
Matti-Adess
on’sormus
is
sorme-ssa
ring finger-Iness
’Matti is wearing a ring (lit.”Matti has a ring in his finger’)
There is no doubt that case assignment is a matter of Grammar. Even if we leave cross-
linguistic data aside, the inadequacy of the proposal in Harley (2005) is clear in relation
to de-nominal constructions in German with the root
√
keller. The root
√
keller allows
formation both (i) as a locatum-verb as in ein Haus mit einem Kohlenkeller unterkellern,
where a cognate with-phrase is licensed, and (ii) as a location verb, as in Weine (in ei-
nem feuchten Gewo¨lbe) kellern (to store wines in a humid cave) which licenses an in-PP.
To capture the syntactic well-formedness constraints the syntactic representation must
specify whether the root
√
keller is part of a projection headed by a P-element with a
locational semantics or by the ’poss’-P-head, as in locatum verbs.
2.2 interlude: no basis for a solution within a cartographic framework
The treatment of location and locatum verbs by Ramchand (2008):102, who, contrary to
Harley, accounts for differences between the semantics of the P-element in locatum and
location verbs, doesn’t provide us with a basis for dealing with denominal prefix-verbs
either. Ramchand assumes a cartographic representation for location and locatum verbs
as in (11)(cf. Ramchand (2008):85:
(11)
 HH
’x’
 HH
init procP
 HH
’y’
 HH
proc
 HH
’y’ res


HH
H
res PP


HH
H
’y’ P’


HH
H
P
on
with
DP
shelf
saddle
But a prefix verb like undermine or German unterkellern cannot have the same structure.
For the prefix under / unter- cannot fill the head of a with-semantics, as it has its own
spatial semantics, much as that of a the P-head of a location verb like corral or shelve;
and such a spatial semantics is clearly different. Now the nominal root of a verb like
undermine or unterkellern must play the role of figure in the relation contributed by the
prefix. But given that, we would not expect it to be in the argument position of some other
P-element. Yet in mit einem Kohlenkeller unterkellern the cellar acts as the applicative
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argument that should be governed by a P-head with a ’with’-semantics. It is unclear how
a single P-head as in (11) should be able to satisfy these conflicting requirements all at
once.
end of interlude
Summing up: A word-syntactic solution along the lines of Harley (2005) needs refine-
ment so that it can account for the semantico-syntactic properties of locatum-verbs, which
the prefix-verbs of this paper are a variant. Still, this doesn’t affect the position in which
the sortal root can be base generated in a structure in which its final position is determined
by head movement. The base position must be the argument position of a prepositional
head to which the prefix is attached. There are two reasons for this: (i) the sortal root is
selected by the prefix, (ii) the sortal root must head move to the prefix so that it can then
move from there, together with the prefix, into the empty verbal kernel.
2.3 a solution within the theory of Semantic Form
In the late nineties there was a debate between Kiparsky and Hale and Keyser (cf. Kipars-
ky (1997) and Hale and Keyser (1997)) on locatum verbs. Kiparsky defended the assump-
tion according to which the argument that incorporates is the most deeply embedded argu-
ment, in the sense of the theory of Semantic Form. Stiebels (1998) follows Kiparsky and
presents a solution for analysing prefix verbs within the framework Semantic Form (SF)
in the version of Wunderlich (1997). This version of SF makes use of hybrid operations
such as ’L-command’ and of a non-commutative conjunction on the SF-representations.
I will not present the details here (but see Roßdeutscher (2011)). Stiebels’ derivation of
unterkellern is shown in (12). It can be informally paraphrased as ”cause that the house
gets a cellar, which is located under it.” (cf. Stiebels (1998),p. 288). According to this
analysis the figure-variable is the most deeply embedded one and therefore the first to be
bound, yielding the ’virtual verb’ kellern (s. (12.b))
(12)
a. [ ]v λz.λy.λx.λs.(CAUSE(x,BEC(POSS(y,z))))(s)
b. [keller]v λy.λx.λs. (CAUSE(x,BEC(POSS(y,CELLAR))))(s)
c. arg(kellern) λR.λy.λx.λs.(CAUSE(x,BEC(POSS(y,CELLAR)))(s)
& R(s))
d. unter λv.λu.BECOME(LOC(u,UNDER v))
e. [unter[keller]v ]v λy.λx.λs.[ CAUSE(x,BEC(POSS(y,CELLAR)))(s) &
BEC(loc(CELLAR,UNDER[y]))(s) ]
In (12.c) we see the application of the SF-operation ’argument-extension’ on the virtual
verb ’kellern’ which finally leads to the complex SF-representation (12.e.). There is a for-
mal unclarity about the combination of (12.c) and (12.d) that is supposed to yield (12.e).
(Functional application of (12.c) to (12.d) does not lead to the instantiation of the argu-
ment ’u’ of LOC by ’cellar’ in (12.e); and it hard to see how to define an operation that
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does produce (12.e) out of (12.c) and (12.d). But conceptually the solution seems plausi-
ble. 13 Stiebels’ solution leaves us with a representation in which the Poss-Relation (with
the figure variable as the most deeply embedded one) ’wins’ over the locative relation con-
tributed by the prefix. But apart from the fact that the interpretation of the two-relational
predications hasn’t been realised in a manner conform to the principles of SF (and it is
unclear how it could be made compatible with these principles), the proposal also fails
to account for the inseparability that is inherent in prefix-verb constructions. The head-
movement strategy on the other hand does give a way of accounting for the inseparability
of prefix-verbs.
3 a solution within the present framework
3.1 some background assumptions
Before I present my own solution I need to give some background information about
further word-formation constraints that are operative at the syntax-semantics-interface
level to which that the patterns under discussion are also subject. These are imposed by
word-syntactic principles that have been documented in other papers, on the one hand
Roßdeutscher (2013) and on the other hand a couple of papers about verbs that allow the
formation of ung-nominals in Roßdeutscher and Kamp (2010), Roßdeutscher (2010). The
relevant principle from the latter papers is the following Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 2. A verb has an ung-noun if it has an empty v-head that selects
an XP with a stative semantics.
Hypothesis 2 also applies to the prefix verbs of the present papers, but not to those dis-
cussed in Roßdeutscher (2013). In both types of verbs the P-element incorporates into
the verb — that is responsible for its being prefix verbs and not particle verbs. But with
the prefix verbs in the present paper, which are built from nominal roots, this root is first
incorporated into the PP, after which the prefix and the nominal root are incorporated into
the verb.
At the level of the (higher) PP both the structures (2.a) for undermine a wall, ein
Haus unterkellern and (2.b) for einen Saal bestuhlen are of the following form which are
instantiations of Hypothesis 2, predicting the ung-formations die Unterkellerung eines
Hauses and die Bestuhlung eines Saales (cf. Roßdeutscher and Kamp (2010)).
vP
H
XP v
vP〈
e’,s,y, z, e’ CAUSE s
s: ϕ(y,z)
〉




HH
HH
HH
H
PP〈
s, y, z, s: ϕ(y,z)
〉 v〈
e’,
〉
13If I am right Stiebels (1998) alludes to this problem when she states in footnote 20,p.301, ”In all
cases in which argument identification is not driven by semantic composition, it is subject to conceptual
evaluation.[...]”.
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The PPs that combine with the empty v-head contribute a stative semantics of the fol-
lowings forms (a. is preliminary and will be revised later).
a. b.


HH
HH
PP
ein Haus
P+
√
unter+
√
keller
〈
s,η1,z1,
HOUSE(z1)
CELLAR(η1)
s: HAVE(η1,z1)
UNDER(η1,z1)
〉
v〈
e’,
〉


HH
HH
PP
einen Saal
P+
√
be+
√
stuhl〈
s,η1,z1,
HALL(z1)
SEATS*(η1)
s:HAVE(η1,z1)
〉
v〈
e’,
〉
3.2 syntactic analysis
As already alluded to with (2.a) in the introduction, the main idea of the solution I now
proceed to present builds on the assumption that prefix verbs with nominal roots involve
(at least) two different P heads, which both contribute relational information on the no-
minal root and the ground DP. But only one of these two heads is overt and selects the
figure argument contributed by the nominal root. To have these properties is to stand in a
corresponding relation to the element that is realised as a full DP that receives structural
accusative case. (14) displays the structure of (3.a), repeated as (13). In the introduction
I also said, that we will need a more fine-grained syntactic structure than in (3.a) for the
needs of semantic composition building on a syntactic representation. Augmentation of
structure in (14) concerns (a) the specification of the lower P-head in (3.a) to as a directio-
nal P-head, named ’Dir’ and (b) a refinement of the n-head in (3.a) resulting in a structure
’Dim  n’. Dim(ension) is a head that abstract from the entity introduced by n some
particular spatial dimension, its length, for instance, which plays a decisive spatial role
in the semantics of the verb. The head Dim directly selects for the argument provided by√
bru¨ck; Dir and P indirectly do so. The other argument (the river) originates in spec of P
and moved eventually into a position where it gets accusative case as the direct object of
the verb.
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(13) einen
a
Fluss
river
u¨berbru¨cken
across.prfx.bridge.v
(14)
vP





HH
HH
HH
HH
H
einen Fluss1 vP





HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
PP


HH
HH
t1 P’


HH
HH
P
∅
DirP


HH
H
Dir
 HH√
u¨ber Dir
DimP
 HH
Dim n
 HH
n
√
bru¨ck
v
∅
I assume that head-movement is as follows.
P’


HH
HH
P
∅
DirP


HH
H
Dir
 H√
u¨ber Dir
DimP
 HH
n+
√
bru¨ck
+Dim
<n>
P’



HH
HH
H
P
∅
DirP


HH
H
Dir
 HH
n+
√
bru¨ck
+
√
u¨ber+Dim
<Dir>
DimP
 HH
<Dim> <n>
P’


HH
H
P
+n+
√
bru¨ck
+
√
u¨ber+Dim
+Dir
DirP


HH
H
<Dir> DimP
 HH
<Dim> <n>
vP




HH
HH
HH
H
PP


HH
H
t1 P’


HH
H
<P> DirP


HH
H
<Dir> DimP
 HH
<Dim> <n>
v
+P+Dir
+n+
√
bru¨ck
+
√
u¨ber+Dim
3.3 semantics construction
Before I present the semantics construction I will zoom into the fine structure of the
P-heads in (14). Semantically motivated refinements of syntactic structure underlying
constructions with P-elements have become standard (cf.Svenonius (2008)). The fine
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structure here concerns three levels: (i) a P head with an application semantics; (ii) a
Dir(ection) head that relates the relevant geometrical entity associated with the figure
argument to the ground object (expressing this relation as a relation between this geo-
metrical object and a vector bundle associated with the ground object) In our example it
relates the length of the bridge to up-wards vectors starting from the river. (iii) a head la-
belled ’Dim’ which extracts that geometrical entity mentioned from the figure argument.
The P-element that assumes the form and role of a prefix acts as an adjunct to Dir, which
modifies the vector bundle it introduces by a further predicational constraint on it. (It is
the constraint that distinguishes
√
u¨ber from
√
unter. etc.)
3.3.1 interlude: evidence from modifiers of Dir- and n-heads below P
There is linguistic evidence that there are at least two different heads, one where
√
u¨ber
is attached to and one where the nominal root is attached to. In (14) this is the Dir-head
and die nominal head. The evidence I have in mind are dimensional adjectives/adverbials.
Their contribution can be dealt with in a straightforward manner in word-syntactic frame-
works, exclusively: Hoch and flach in einen Fluss hoch / flach u¨berbru¨cken measure the
distance between the surface of the river and the ground-level of the bridge (which the
reader may think of as the ’ceiling’ that one sees when sitting in a boat that is floating
under the bridge) as taking high or low values. In this sense einen Fluss hoch genug u¨ber-
bru¨cken (high enough) speaks of a bridge under which boats with high masts may pass
through. With respect to the syntax-semantics-interface the modifier has access to the set
of vectors that enter the semantic representation in Dir+
√
u¨ber.
There are however other modifiers that cannot be interpreted as modifiers of Dir+
√
u¨ber
but must be interpreted as modifiers of the dimensions that are assigned to the nominal
root. Breit (wide) is one of them, as in (15) from the internet.
(15) hier muss der Santiago oder Venta etwa 500 bis 700 Fuß breit und der Blanco 60
Fuß breit u¨berbru¨ckt werden
’here the Santiago or Venta must get a 500 to 700 feet long bridge and the Blanco a
60 feet long one’
Breit as an adjective clearly measures the dimension of the sortal root
√
bru¨cke (bridge).
There is indirect evidence from the fact that *einen Fluss breit u¨berfliegen the theme of
which is the implicit agent, is ungrammatical, whereas einen Fluss hoch / flach u¨berfliegen
is perfect. In the latter example hoch/flach assigns high or low values to the vectors poin-
ting upwards from the surface of the river. With de-nominal formations from directional
prepositions the dimensional adjective breit can be used either to describe the maximal
dimension of an entity such as a bridge (if described non-perspectival) or the dimension
following the horizontal and orthogonal dimension to the observer’s direction (cf. Lang
(1989)).
An even more telling example can be found with ein Haus unterkellern, see (16) from
the internet.
(16) das
the
ganze
whole
Haus
house
(140qm)
(140qm)
ist
is
2,1
2,1
m
m
hoch
high
unterkellert
under.prfx.keller.v
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’all parts of the house have a cellar that is 2,1 meters high’
Here the dimensional ascription 2,1 m high is a modifier of the nominal root
√
cellar
beyond doubt, for 2,1 cm hoch cannot measure the length of the vectors that are contribu-
ted by the prefix unter.
end of interlude.
3.3.2 details from a semantics construction algorithm
In (17) I display the semantic construction for (13) on the basis of (14). (The ground DP
has been reconstructed into its base position, where its semantics enters into the compo-
sitional computation of the semantics of the DP, and, via that, of the verb.)
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(17)
PP〈
z1,s, d1,v1,f1, η1,
river(z1) d1 = dim(η1)
f1 ‖ v1 ↑(v1) v1 = v1(z1) s:d1 ⊥ v1 BRIDGE(η1)
s:HAVE(η1,z1)
〉




HH
HH
HH
HH
DP
einen Fluss〈
z1, RVR.(z1)
〉 P’
λq.
〈{
z
}〈
s, d1,v1,f1, η1,
d1 = dim(η1)
f1 ‖ v1↑(v1) v1 = v1(z)
s: d1 ⊥ v1
s:HAVE(η1,q) BRIDGE(η1)
〉〉






HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
H
P
λr.λq.
〈
s, s:HAVE(r,q)
〉 DirP
〈{
z
}〈
d1, η1, v1 f1, s,
d1 = dim(η1) f1 ‖ v1↑(v1)
v1 = v1(z)
s: d1 ⊥ v1
BRIDGE(η1)
〉〉





HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
Dir
λd.
〈{
z
}〈
v1, f1, s,
f1 ‖ v1↑(v1)
v1 = v1(z)
s: d ⊥ v1
〉〉



HH
HH
H
√
u¨ber
λv.λd.
〈
s, ↑(v)
s:d ⊥ v
〉 Dir〈{
z
}〈
v1, f1,
f1 ‖ v1
v1 = v1(z)
〉〉
DimP〈
d1, η1, d1 = dim(η1)
BR(η1)
〉



HH
HH
H
Dim
λy.
〈
d1, d1=
dim(y)
〉
n√
bru¨ck〈
η1, BR.(η1)
〉
The structure makes two special details visible: the wing consisting of Dir+
√
u¨ber
presupposes a ground argument z. The presupposition is given in the form{
z
}
.
The presupposition is resolved to the discourse referent z1 representing the river at the
level of PP. (A description of other examples of presupposition resolution can be found in
Roßdeutscher (2013)) The ’nominal wing’ contains the functional head ’Dim’ that intro-
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duces a discourse referent for the geometrical entity abstracted from the figure (provided
by the sortal root). But what is the justification for this additional functional layer? Here
the similarities and dissimilarities with the manner-of-motion prefix verbs treated in Roß-
deutscher (2013) are crucial. As argued there, the structure of a prefix-verb such as u¨ber-
fliegen involves a path projection which introduces the path of the theme of motion (the
subject of u¨berfliegen). It is this path that acts as one of the arguments of the spatial predi-
cate introduced by u¨ber, just as the geometrical entity (or ’dimension’, as I have also been
calling it) associated with the entity contributed by the nominal root does in the semantics
of u¨berbru¨cken. The similarity between the prefix verbs with manner-of-motion verbs and
prefix verbs with nominal roots consist in part therein that both have P-projections where
geometrical elements that are in a relation of orthogonality to some face associated with
the ground-argument is introduced. With manner-of-motion verb this is a Path-projection
contributing the path of the figure in motion. In the case of prefix verbs with nominal
roots the projection ’Dim’ plays that role contributing the relevant dimension of the entity
that goes across the face associated by the ground argument. Moreover, the dimension
of the figure is constitutive for the semantics of the verbal construction; it is only sortal
roots with a determined dimension that enter the construction; and this restriction can be
implemented as follows: the Dir-head to which the prepositional root is attached selects
phrases that have a entity discourse referent and its designated dimension on its binding
store. The DirP is in turn selected by a silent P-head with an applicative semantics and
we can assume this applicative head to check whether the dimensional assignment of the
figure fits the functional requirements of the application relation.
The design of the interface in (17) avoids the formal problems of Stiebels (1998):
cellar has to find its way into the second conjunct of (12.e), but there seems to be no
good formal solution for this in the framework of Semantic Form that she adopts. There
is no such violation of λ-conversion in (17). Crucial for the syntax-semantics-interface
exemplified in (17) is the use of binding stores that allows to delay binding of discourse
referents (cf. Cooper (1983)); in (17) the discourse referent η1 fills an argument slot of
the semantics of the ’Dim’-head higher up. This same discourse referent η1 is used to fill
a second argument slot, a ’locatum’ argument of the condition ’s:HAVE(η1,q). This is a
complex application predicate in the sense of ”central conincidence” of Hale and Keyser:
the river z is applied with a bridge.
Instantiation of multiple argument slots at different points of the compositional com-
putation — which means that the slots are bound by different λ-operators — would not
be possible without the use of stores. But is there a justification for allowing this possibi-
lity? As I see it the answer is yes. This is precisely what Stiebels wants when she inserts
cellar when she combines (12.c) and (12.d) into (12.e) even though the formalism she
uses doesn’t really permit her to do that. But conceptually her analysis seems to me cor-
rect: the remarkable feature of prefix-verbs like u¨berbru¨cken is that the entity introduced
by the root enters into two predications provided by the internal structure of the verb, (i)
the spatial relation contributed by the prefix and (ii) a (’functional’) application relation
contributed by the higher P-head.
Treating the discourse referent η1 as filing two separate predication slots can be seen
as a realisation of the possibility of multiple theta-marking. Elsewhere multiple theta-
marking is now treated as standard, e.g. in the cartographic approach (cf. Ramchand
(2008)).
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Against the background of these theoretical remarks, let’s now go through the compo-
sition step by step. We start with the ’n’ node at the very bottom: n introduces a discourse
referent η1 into the representation. (The greek letter indicates that what it represents may
be either a simple (’atomic’) entity or non-atomic (a sum of atomic entities or some quan-
tity of stuff.) In the present instance the represented entity is atomic (a single bridge). The
n-node is selected by the ’Dim’-node, which introduces a dimension d1 of the discourse
referent η1 introduced by its sister node. At the bottom constituent on the left the root√
u¨ber is adjoined to a Dir head which carries a particularly complex semantics: Dir in-
troduces a set of vectors v1; these vectors start at the spatial boundary of the reference
object z (which will later be resolved as the river). Moreover, like all Dir-heads this head
introduces a face or slab f1 (see discussion in Roßdeutscher (2013)). f1 was also used to
represent the across-readings of motion verbs in (6). (To repeat: the relevant spatial entity
associated with the figure must go through the face or slab at what we idealise as a right
angle. For manner-of-motion verbs this is the path of the motion; for nominal roots it is
the ’length’ or ’maximal dimension’ of the entity contributed by the root.)
The restriction of outwards directed vectors to upwards directed vectors is provided
by the root
√
u¨ber (s. condition ’↑(v)’). This is where the semantics of the other prefixes
in (3) differ. For instance unter restricts the set of vectors provided by its sister to these
pointing downward from the underside if the ground object; ver- restricts the set to these
pointing forward from the ground object in the direction of the position of the figure, and
so on. The other semantic contribution of u¨ber- which is shared with the other prefixes of
(3) is the condition ’s:d1 ⊥ v1’ which expresses the going through relation between the
face or slab of the ground argument and the path or the abstracted dimension of the figure.
Merging the node representing
√
u¨ber with the functional head Dim involves λ-conversion,
i.e. substituting the outermost discourse referent in the binding list of Dir for the λ-
abstracted variable. This accounts for the core of the semantics of the verb, the centre
of the predication, namely that the bridge goes across the river z. The representation at
the level of DirP is obtained by merge of Dir and DimP. At the level of DirP the binding
store has discourse referents for a set of upward vectors starting from ground object, for
the figure, for its maximal dimension and for the face of slab associated with the ground.
The next level of presentation involves the application of the figure to the ground: This
is implemented by the condition ’s:HAVE(r,q)’ which describes the state s as consisting in
’figure’ and ’ground’ standing in the application relation formalised as ’HAVE’. Merging
P with DirP involves another step of λ-conversion: all occurrences of the abstracted r-
variable are replaced by η1, yielding P’. At this level of representation z still has the status
of a presupposition. Finally, in specP the ground DP contributes the discourse referent z1
for the river. Substituting the q-variable and resolving the presuppositional z to z1 yields
the representation of the PP. Using HAVE to represent the relation contributed by P is
in accordance with the underlying syntactic structural description for locatum verbs in
Hale and Keyser (1997),Hale and Keyser (2002) as a relation of possession. (Note also in
this connection that the applicative PP licenses a mit-phrase.) The PP node has the right
structure for the bi-eventive syntactico-semantic structure of Hypothesis 2 (cf.p. 74). It
is the merge of PP with the empty verbaliser v which is responsible for the causally
connected bi-eventive structures that license ung- nominalisations (s. Roßdeutscher and
Kamp (2010)).
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3.3.3 interlude: u¨berbru¨cken vs. u¨berfliegen
In section 3.3.2 I mentioned similarities and differences between u¨berbru¨cken and u¨ber-
fliegen in its across -reading. For the sake of comparison I repeat a detail of the representa-
tion of the ’across-reading’ from Roßdeutscher (2013), i.e. the syntax-semantics-interface
of PathP, presented in (18).
(18)
PathP
λe.
〈
w1,f1,v1, r1, z1,
mnt.(z1)
r1=rid(z1)
v1= v(r1)
f1 ‖ ↑(v1)
weg(e) = w1
w1 ⊥ f1
〉





HH
HH
HH
HH
H
Path
λf.λe.
〈
w1, weg(e)= w1
w1 ⊥ f
〉 DirP〈
f1,v1, r1, z1,
mnt.(z1)
r1=rid(z1)
v1= v(r1)
f1 ‖ ↑(v1)
〉




HH
HH
HH
H
Dir
λv.
〈
f1, f1 ‖ ↑(v)
〉


HH
H
√
u¨ber
λf.λv. f ‖ v
↑(v)
Dir〈
f1,
〉
AxpartP
〈
v1, r1, z1,
mnt.(z1)
r1=rid(z1)
v1= v(r1)
〉


HH
HH
Axpart
λr.
〈
v1, v1(r)
〉 KPe. Berg〈
r1,z1,
mount.(z1)
r1=rid(z1)
〉
I would like to draw attention to the elements in the structure that are identical or
similar: the DirP as a whole is responsible for providing access to a discourse referent for
the face or slab f1 that is parallel to the upwards directed vectors introduced by the root√
u¨ber. In (18) the Dir head selects an Axpart-projection where a set of outwards directed
vectors, starting at all sides of the reference object enter the structure and from which√
u¨ber select the upwards directed ones. The direct object is introduced at the bottom of
the Axpart structure. Note that in (17) there is no such division of labour as in (18) and
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access to the ground argument must be organised by a presuppositional discourse referent
z. The entity figure in (17) has its counterpart in the theme mowing along the path w
in (18); the path of the theme is perpendicular to f1 in (18) and so is the dimension d1
in (17). As a consequence what is in the centre of the semantics of u¨ber in both prefix-
constructions in the ’across’-reading, namely the figure going over the reference object
is presented identically in the two representations. So the word-syntactic driven analysis
allows to reveal the similarities and the invariances in the contribution of the roots between
the verbs in question.
end of interlude
3.3.4 sentence representation
We now turn straight to the final semantic representation of the sentence (19) and to a
sketch of how it comes about (For ease of reading I skip the pre-state presupposition.)
(19) Wanderer
hikers
u¨berbru¨ckten
u¨ber.prfx.bridge.v
einen
a
Fluss
river
mit
with wooden
Holzbohlen
beams.
’hikers built a bridge over the river with wooden beams’
(20)
X1 ξ2 z1 e’ s t
HIKERS(X1) BEAMS(ξ2) RIVER(z1)
e’
⊕
s ⊆ t t ≺ n
e’ CAUSE s
Agent(e’) = X1
s:
η1 d1,v1,f1, η1
BRIDGE(η1)
d1 = dim(η1)
f1 ‖ v1↑(v1)
v1 = v1(z1)
d1 ⊥ v1 BRIDGE(η1)
HAVE(η,z1) η1 = ξ2
At CompP (the final level in a hierarchy of projections Comp Tensevoice vPP)
all discourse referents must have been bound and only those discourse referents that can
be bound by anaphoric pronouns should be represented as accessible, i.e. belong to the
universe of the main DRS. This entails in particular that the discourse referent represen-
ting the incorporated nominal must be bound at the level of a sub-DRS. More should be
said about identification of the discourse referents ξ2 and η1. A proper discussion would
lead us too far afield here. But the problem is important and should be tackled in earnest at
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some point. The entity introduced in the with-PP mit Holzbohlen specifies in greater detail
the argument that is contributed by the root
√
bru¨ck. This may superficially look like a
violation of the theta-criterion: the same theta-roles is filled twice, once by the root and
once by the DP in the mit phrase. But it isn’t a theta-violation because the root
√
bru¨ck
doesn’t have the status of an argument phrase, and it is only the two pairs of argument
phrases that the criterion applies. (Argument fillers that are contributed by incorporation
elements can be resumed by a full argument phrase to tell us more about the slot-filler
than can be inferred from the root — den Fluss mit einer Bru¨cke u¨berbru¨cken, where eine
Bru¨cke adds no information to what is already available from
√
bru¨ck sounds infelicitous
— but this is a pragmatic effect that can be legitimately set aside). What is crucial for
the identification of ξ2 and η1 is that η1 is not an argument identifier in the way that the
discourse referent introduced by argument phrases are. A formal reflex of this is that η1
must belong to a sub-DRS which contains just the semantic contribution of the verb. Ex-
actly how this aspect of the construction of (20) should be formalised I leave as an open
problem.
Also missing from (20) is an account of how the prefix can influence the kind of ap-
plication relation that the figure should stand to the ground. That a mere conjunction of
the spatial relationship contributed by the prefix and some applicative relationship isn’t
enough is shown by the comparison of einen Tisch bestuhlen and einen Tisch unterstuh-
len in sect. 1.2.2. Recall, for unterstuhlen it isn’t enough if the table is provided with
matching chairs which are placed in a position in which they are (largely) underneath it.
But bestuhlen can be used in this context, which means that it involves an application
relation between table and chairs. How the structure of unterstuhlen and similar verbs
can be made to account for the constraints that the prefixes of such verbs impose on the
application relation is also left as an open problem.
3.3.5 u¨ber contributing an ’above’-region
Concluding the semantics construction I present a detail of the construction of (21). As
discussed in the introduction the reading lacks the aspect that the figure extends from one
side of the ground argument to the other side. Rather, what it says is that the figure ends
up in the above-region of the ground.
(21) ein
a
Haus
house
u¨berdachen
over.prfx.roof
’to roof a house’
Again, there is a correspondence of examples of the type (21) with motion-descriptions,
though not with prefix-constructions. (As discussed in Roßdeutscher (2013) u¨ber einen
Berg fliegen has a reading on which the figure ends up in the above-region and stays
there.)
The syntax of (21) is almost identical with that of (17). The crucial difference concerns
the head to which
√
u¨ber attaches: In (21) this head is a Place head rather than a Dir-head,
see (22). A Place head associates with the reference object not a set of vectors that origi-
nate on the object’s surface, but a corresponding region, formed by the endpoints of these
vectors. When the lower place node with the a semantic representation that identifies a
region in this manner is combined with a prefix like u¨ber, u¨ber will restrict that region
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to the sub-region formed by the endpoints of the vectors that the prefix selects when it
combines with a Dir head. Thus
√
u¨ber restricts the regions contributed by its sister nodes
to the region that extends from the ground object. Moreover it relates this region to the ar-
gument slot it makes available in terms of spatial enclosure (and not in terms of a crossing
relation). As a result the semantics of the verb is to the effect that the entity contributed by
the root
√
dach is spatially included within the region above the house. Here too though,
a corresponding applicative relation should hold as well. Again the correlation between
prefix and application relation is not captured. For the full structure see (22).
(22)
P’







HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
P
∅
λr.λq.
〈
s, s:HAVE(r,q)
〉 PlaceP〈{
z
}〈
η1, v1, r1, s,
ROOF(η1)
v1 = v1(z)↑(v1)
r1 = reg(v1)
s: η1 ⊆ r1
〉〉





HH
HH
HH
HH
H
Place
λy.
〈{
z
}〈
r1,v1,
r1 = reg(v1)
v1 = v1(z)↑(v1)
s: y ⊆r1
〉〉




HH
HH
HH
H
√
u¨ber
λr.λy.
〈{
v
}〈
s, ↑(v)
s: y ⊆ r
〉〉 Place〈{
z
}〈
r1, v1,
r1 = reg(v1)
v1 = v1(z)
〉〉
n√
dach〈
η1, ROOF(η1)
〉
The rest of the semantics construction is as in (17). (N.B. A comparison with of (22) with
a composition the representation of semantics of u¨ber einen Berg fliegen in its interpre-
tation ’enter the region above the mountain and stay there’ would show similarities and
differences of the same kind as the comparison of the constructions for einen Fluss u¨ber-
fliegen and einen Fluss u¨berbru¨cken. ein Haus u¨berdachen and u¨ber einen Berg fliegen in
the mentioned interpretation are similar in that it is the figure of the motion description
in the former phrase that ends up in the ’above’-region, while in ein Haus u¨berdachen it
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is the figure introduced by the nominal root
√
dach. (The interested reader is referred to
Roßdeutscher (2013) for comparison.)
4 Conclusion
This paper has focused on one, fairly special, construction pattern for verbs in which a
spatial prefix combines with a nominal root. German has been the main source of ex-
amples, although verbs which I take to instantiate the pattern can also be found in other
languages. (cf. Engl. undermine, underline). Central to the word-syntactic analysis offe-
red is that such verbs involve a succession of head-movements, first of the nominal root to
positions adjacent to the prefixes and then together with the prefixes into the verb. Head
movement accounts on the one hand for the inseparability of these and other prefix verbs
from the part of the verb that follows it — and on the other hand for the incorporation
character of its semantic contribution. An intriguing feature of the semantics of the verbs
in this paper is that they relate the entity d1 contributed by the nominal root to the ’ground’
d2 twice over, by a spatial relation, contributed by the individual prefix, and a functional
relation, which has to do with the role that d1 plays in the function (intended as) or the sta-
bility of the ground. I assume that spatial and functional relations enter into the semantics
at different levels of the syntactic structure. Because of this the element which represents
the entity d1 in the semantic representation has to remain accessible for assertion into its
argument slot in the second functional relation after it has been inserted into its slot of the
first (the spatial relation). This requires a formal mechanism that can save such elements
for repeated use in the semantic composition process, in the spirit of Cooper’s variable
stores. In this paper which uses a DRT-based semantics representation formalism, these
stores are lists of discourse referents.
Among the questions that remain unsolved is the connection between functional and
spatial relations. For many verbs of the type studied here the functional relation appears to
be grounded in the spatial relation: it is by virtue of standing in a spatial relation that fits
the semantics of the prefix that d1 and d2 stand in the relevant functional relation. This is
something that my analysis does not capture and it is not immediately clear how it should
be altered so that it can.
The paper is a companion to Roßdeutscher (2013) which targeted on verbs with the
same prefixes, but manner of motion roots instead of nominal roots. The analyses of these
different verb types in the two papers bring out both the similarities and the dissimilarities
between them. But it is only against the background of a more comprehensive theory of
the possible structures of simple and complex verbs that a full evaluation of the present
proposal will be possible. Both Roßdeutscher (2013) and the present paper should there-
fore be seen as part of a larger project — that charting the internal syntactic and semantic
structure of the verbs of German and other languages.
The study of the patterns made visible that the theoretical tools we need for modelling
the syntax-semantics-interface must be flexible enough to deal with the complex interac-
tion of selection and predication of various heads. To tackle this challenge the DRT-based
architecture which makes use of binding stores (cf. Cooper (1983)) and use DRT-based
techniques of representing sharing of discourse referents turned out suitable.
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